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EXT. MASON RESIDENCE - MORNING

A three-story brownstone sits in the middle of the block on 
New York’s Lower East Side. SHEILA MASON, mid-30s, steps out 
of the front door and picks up the New York Times dated 
September 11, 2001. She takes a second and looks at the 
beautiful day, then goes back inside.

INT. MASON KITCHEN (CONT’D)

Sheila walks into the kitchen, glances at the paper, and 
grabs a cup of coffee. TANYA MASON, a thin pasty child 9, in 
her pajamas slurping Cherrios at the table, as she watches 
cartoons. Three pill bottles sit in front of her. Maid, 
SANDY, 60s, washes the dishes. Sheila opens a pill bottle, 
and pours some juice.

TANYA
Mommy, I can’t take this one with grapefruit juice, remember?

SHEILA 
I know Tanya honey, that’s why I’m pouring apple juice. But 

you’re so smart. Thanks for reminding me.

She looks at her watch, and sets down the coffee. CU 6:45 
a.m.

SHEILA (CONT’D)
Oh jeez I have to go. Sandy can you drive Tanya to school 

today? I have to be in early. 

SANDY
Yes ma’am.

She kisses Tanya on the forehead, and rushes out, paper under 
her arm.  

EXT. OUTSIDE WORLD TRADE CENTER (CONT’D) 

Sheila walks into the crowded building and into the elevator. 
The steel doors shut.

INT. MASON RESIDENCE - SAME MORNING

Tanya continues watching TV.
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CU: Bowl of Cherrios drops to the floor. 

TEN YEARS LATER:

EXT. CHELSEA ROOFTOP - NIGHT 

Young people are snorting cocaine, on a mirror at a swank 
party. Tanya and MITCH, 20s, are groping by the roof. 

GIRL
Tanya you’re up.

The GIRL snorts a line, then passes a rolled bill to Tanya, 
who brushes it off. 

TANYA
Yeah, I don’t know. I'm good. 

GIRL 
Really? When d’you go all vanilla?

Mitch laughs, takes the bill, leans over and snorts two lines 
and hands it to Tanya. 

TANYA
Alright fuck it. 

She stumbles a bit and a pill bottle falls out of her coat. 
Mitch picks up the bottle and glances at the label. She grabs 
the bottle and stuffs it into her pocket. She stumbles from 
the table, to the edge of the roof.  

TANYA’S POV: SUN IS RISING OVER THE NEW TWIN TOWERS. 

Tanya watches the rising sun. Mitch comes up and wraps his 
arms around Tanya and kisses the back of her neck, but she 
pushes away, disconnected from him.  

TANYA (CONT’D)
You should have driven me to school. 

MITCH
Huh? (Laughs) You’re really high. 

Mitch continues his seduction, but Tanya is not interested. 
She looks across to the construction site of the new Twin 
Towers. A single tear rolls down her cheek.

Tanya brushes him off, and moves to the rooftop edge.  
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MITCH (CONT’D)
Hey. What are you doing?

Tanya stumbles close to the edge. She is hallucinating, she 
sees a FLASH of Twin Towers collapsing, cutting back quickly 
to POV of new WTC, she twists toward the edge.  

MITCH (CONT’D)
TANYA STOP!

Tanya’s eyes roll back in her head and she passes out. 

INT. NEW YORK HOSPITAL, ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Tanya groans and turns over. EKG beeps. She opens her eyes to 
the hospital TV, featuring a game show. She turns and looks 
out the window at the towers and closes them again.

Early morning sun, fades into sunrise in Mashhad, Iran Sound 
of EKG Monitors fades into CALL TO PRAYER.

EXT. STOREFRONTS MASHHAD CITY CENTER - EARLY MORNING

TITLE CARD: MASHHAD, IRAN

The CALL TO PRAYER sounds out across the city. Men in prayer 
dress approach the mosque in the center of Justice Square. 
The street scape shows a camera store, a shoe shop, pawn 
shop, and a travel agency, etc. 

INT. WORN DOWN SHOE SHOP - MORNING

CALL TO PRAYER (cont’d). MR. ASGARI, worn, 50s, opens the 
metal roll door allowing light in the dim shop. He looks at 
his few pair of shoes, then goes to a small desk, looks at an 
accounts book, and shuts it with frustration. He picks up a 
marker, and walks to the store sign that says “Sale 30% off” 
and crosses it out and marks 40% then 50%. MAHMOUD, 15, 
athletic, handsome comes down the stairs. 

MAHMOUD
I..can I help? I--

Mr. Asgari starts sweeping the floor.

MR. ASGARI
--no business. No need for help.
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MAHMOUD
Father, I can sweep--

MR. ASGARI
Go to school son.

Mr. Asgari continues to sweep. Doesn’t look up. 

MAHMOUD
But--

Mr. Asgari throws down the broom. 

MR. ASGARI
--Go to school!

Mahmoud takes his bookbag, and leaves. 

INT. MARHONI RESIDENCE, AYAZ’S BEDROOM - MORNING 

The CALL TO PRAYER continues. The room is simple, modest.  On 
a small table is a basin of water and a Qur’an on a stand. On 
a bulletin board above his bed there are numerous magazine 
cut-outs from travel magazines, books, a picture of Statue of 
David. In bed, AYAZ, 15, slim, delicate, wakes up. AYAZ picks 
up a bag of green marbles and examines. Shirtless, he walks 
to his window and views sunrise over the same Mosque.

INT. HOSPITAL, ROOM - DAY

DR. BENHAM BARGHOUTI, 30s, Persian, enters to see Tanya 
sitting in bed texting. Partially completed drawings litter 
the room. 

BENHAM
(Looks out the window at the WTC)
All these years and they’re just finishing. Can you believe 

it? 

TANYA
I guess. Can I go?  

He tears out the printout from the EKG monitor.

BENHAM 
You’re EKG--
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TANYA
--Yeah, yeah OK. I know the routine. Slow down, take my 
pills, get rest... no more drugs... got it, I got it.   

BENHAM 
I don’t know any nice way to tell you this...the transplant 

committee re-assessed. 

She stops texting. 

TANYA
What? What does that--

BENHAM
--They removed you from the list.

TANYA
What?! It’s scheduled. End of June You promised-- 

BENHAM
--And you promised no more drugs--

TANYA
--Oh right, my lifestyle Shit. That’s it! Some assholes in 
some  room somewhere decides who gets the new hearts. 

BENHAM
Of course they must--

TANYA
And they have decided that I’m not good enough! Fuck! 

Tanya rustles through her backpack and pulls out a checkbook. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
Look doc, I’ve got money. What does this fucking committee 

need--What? Some new children’s addition or whatever the fuck 
they’re building this week. So? What 10? 20? My mom had some 

pretty awesome life insurance. I can go to 50. 

BENHAM
Are you just daft?

She stops writing at this insensitive remark. 

BENHAM (CONT’D)
The committee is not going to take your ..your bribe. 

Tanya pauses, then she begins to undo her cardiac monitors, 
which then registers flat line ALARM. 
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BENHAM (CONT’D)
Hey! Don’t do that! 

She then removes the oxygen tube from under her nose.

BENHAM (CONT’D)
You’ve tested positive for amphetamines and barbiturates 

twice. They have to decide--

Tanya gets out of bed, pulls on sweatshirt, and shoes.

TANYA
--Yeah, well tell “they” that they can go fuck themselves!  

She packs her backpack, with her artist supplies, and throws 
it over her shoulder. She has to stop to breathe. She walks 
to the door, then trembling, she turns back, hesitates, 
regains her composure, and walks out. 

Benham shuts the EKG monitor (which is buzzing) off. A team 
of nurses enter with a crash cart.

BENHAM
Slow down. False alarm, she checked herself out. 

EXT. NY HOSPITAL DAY (CONT’D)

Tanya walks through the NY crowd, then stops, and holds her 
chest. Nobody pays any attention. She walks on. 

EXT. CHELSEA DAYCARE CENTER - DAY

Tanya’s walks to a child’s daycare center. Tanya watches 
through the wire as the happy child runs toward her mother. 
She walks on toward the WTC.

EXT. ZUCCATTI PARK - DAY

Tanya sits on a milk crate with a clear view of the trade 
center, her attention focused on the sketch pad resting on 
her lap as she shades the ground beneath one of the Twin 
Towers. She pauses to rub her cold hands. 

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY 

Benham eyes nurses as he walks out. They eye him 
suspiciously. 
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NURSE
Anyway I mean these Muslims are just taking over the 

hospital. They’re--

He keeps walking, gives sideways glance and walks on.

EXT. NY STREET (CONT’D)

Benham walks up to the NY mosque near the WTC. He stops and 
looks at it, walks to a mosque entrance. 

INT. HIPSTER BAR - EARLY EVENING

Tanya downs a shot of tequila then resumes dancing between a 
HIPSTER GUY AND GIRL. 

INT. NY MOSQUE - EARLY EVENING

The MUSLIM CALL TO PRAYER echoes. Benham engages in ritual 
ablution (washing of hands in a bowl), then kneels into 
Muslim prayer. As he completes his prayers two men approach. 
One of the men hands him an envelope. 

Benham goes off to the side and opens the envelope. Shakes 
his head and stuffs it back in his pocket quickly. 

INT. HIPSTER BAR - LATE NIGHT

Tanya and the hipsters down more shots. 

EXT. OVERHEAD TRAIN - SUNRISE

Tanya is drunk and sleeping on the train. It stops, she wakes 
and walks off. 

INT. MASON HOME - EARLY A.M.  

DOORBELL RINGS and RINGS

Tanya stumbles downstairs, wearing scrubs and a T-shirt, a 
hungover mess. She looks at a clock on the wall. 

TANYA
6:00 a.m., are you kidding?
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She looks through the peephole. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
What the?

Tanya opens the door to reveal BENHAM.

TANYA (CONT’D)
I didn’t know you guys still made house calls?

BENHAM
May I? 

TANYA
Sure. You do know what time it is?

He eyes an ashtray, and some beer bottles.  

TANYA (CONT’D)
Yeah, I’ve cut back. So what’s up?

BENHAM
I have some connections,   internationally.  

TANYA
Shit. My head. I need some coffee.

She turns and walks toward her kitchen. He follows.

INT. MASON KITCHEN - DAY 

She begins making coffee. 

BENHAM
If we can get you into Iran you have a good chance at getting 

a transplant. 

She stops, turns on him.

TANYA
What? Whoa! What the fuck--um are you talking about? Iran? 

BENHAM
Yes Iran, my country. A country with significant advances in 

transplant medicine. 

TANYA
--The place with the crazy ayatollahs. 
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BENHAM
That too. 

She rubs her head, puts down the coffee pot, and exits.

INT. MASON RESIDENCE LIVING ROOM-- (CONT’D)

TANYA
Are you kidding? Iran? Hell NO! I’m going back to bed. 

She begins ascending the stairs. 

BENHAM
Without it you’ll be dead in three months.

TANYA
No no. I’m not going to hear this! No...this is bullshit.

POV-TANYA GOING UP STAIRS. SHE STOPS AND SITS, WINDED.

He opens the door to leave.

BENHAM
(Mumbles) Forget it, a heart would be wasted on you anyway. 

She runs down and slams the door in front of him.

TANYA
What? What the fuck did you just say to me?!  

BENHAM
Look. Do you want to live or do you want to die? Your choice. 

TANYA
(Pause) 

How much?

BENHAM
The procedure costs $300,000.

She leans against the door and stares at him. He is 
emotionless.

TANYA
I don’t have it. 

He looks around at the house. 
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BENHAM
The house paid for? 

(Pause)
Go get a mortgage. You can pay half now, half when it’s done. 
You have ‘til next Tuesday. Here’s my flight information. 

He writes on a piece of paper and hands it to her.

BENHAM (CONT’D)
Get the same ticket to Munich that I have. I’ll be escorting 

you. 

He leaves, she allows herself to slide to the floor.  

EXT. MASON RESIDENCE (CONT’D)

Once outside, Benham pulls out the envelope that was in his 
breast pocket and dials his cell phone. 

BENHAM
Hello. We’re on. Just make the arrangements. 

INT. NY SUBWAY CAR - SUNRISE

Sunrise is coming up over the Hudson river. SUBWAY WHEELS 
SCREECHING fades into the sound of morning prayer.

FADE IN: 

EXT. MASHHAD JUSTICE SQUARE - SUNRISE

The sun rises over a mosque as men approach for prayer. The 
CALL TO PRAYER sounds. A wall exhibits torn green political 
flyers. The same square as earlier. 

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, KITCHEN - SAME MORNING

Worn pots and pans decorate the small kitchen.  A small TV is 
playing. SHIRIN MARHOUNI, 50s, is cooking naan-e sangak 
(flatbreads). MR. MARHOUNI, 55, is reading the paper at the 
breakfast-littered table drinking tea.  

CU IRANIAN NEWSPAPER WITH SUBTITLES:  “13 ARRESTED IN 
CRACKDOWN ON 'IMMORAL BEHAVIOR.'” 

MR. MARHOUNI
Thirteen more today.
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MRS. MARHOUNI
For what now? 

She scrapes the pan with her spatula firmly in disgust. 

MR. MARHOUNI
The usual. Immoral behavior, no hijab, drinking. This one is 

new. Two years for billiards.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Two years? For billiards? Where is that even in the codes?

Ayaz bounds in, carrying his bookbag. Mrs. Marhouni grabs him 
and kisses his forehead. Ayaz rolls his eyes.

AYAZ
Maman...

Mr. Marhouni does not look up from his newspaper. 

MR. MARHOUNI
He’s a man now. Stop fussing, mother.

(The PRAYER CALL)
Third call. Time to go.

(Folds up his paper.)

MRS. MARHOUNI
Ayaz, you didn’t have breakfast.

Mrs. Marhouni puts jam on a piece of flatbread and puts it up 
to Ayaz’s mouth, who pulls back in annoyance. Mr. Marhouni 
puts his arm around Ayaz as they walk out. Mrs. Marhouni 
walks into the living room, kneels to pray.

INT. MASHHAD AIRPORT - DAY

Benham is struggling with bags, as they approach customs.  
Tanya is slightly out of breath. She pulls out a cigarette. 
Benham grabs it from her, and hands a burka to her.

BENHAM
Are you crazy? You can’t do that here! Go, change into this. 

She grabs the burka. 

TANYA
Whatever. 
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EXT. MASHHAD STREET - DAY 

FAREED, 14 scrawny, kicks the soccer ball to Mahmoud as they 
approach the school. BELL rings and they enter. 

INT. MASHHAD HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSROOM - DAY

Ayaz is in the front, writing diligently. The PROFESSOR, 60s 
walks around, clacking his shoes, stopping behind Mahmoud, 
who is asleep. He reaches back and smacks Mahmoud on the back 
of the head. Fareed and others laugh.  The bell RINGS and the 
students exit, passing their papers to Ayaz. The Professor is 
now at the blackboard writing. 

PROFESSOR 
Mahmoud Asgari, should I just fail you now and get it over 

with? 

Mahmoud turns back from the door. 

MAHMOUD
Please, Professor. My father will be very angry.  

PROFESSOR 
You can’t even stay awake?

MAHMOUD
I’m sorry. I’ll try harder.  

Professor turns to Ayaz who is organizing the papers.

PROFESSOR 
Ayaz, study with Mahmoud and report his progress to me 

weekly.  He must pass his final exams if he’s to graduate. 
Understood?

AYAZ
Yes Professor.  

MAHMOUD
But--

PROFESSOR
--Mahmoud, you’re dismissed.

Ayaz shyly smiles at Mahmoud as he leaves. Ayaz brings the 
papers up to the Professor.  

He runs out to the schoolyard.
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EXT. MASHHAD HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER FIELD - DAY 

Fareed and Mahmoud are on a soccer field clearly controlling 
the game. People are on the sides excited for the play. 
Mahmoud is running down the field to cheers, kicking the 
ball. 

EXT. SOCCER FIELD STANDS - DAY

ZUBAR, mid-50s, in military garb, gun at his side, watching 
from the sidelines, screaming.  

ZUBAR
That’s it! Kick the ball, knock him down Fareed. Knock him 

down! 

EXT. SOCCER FIELD (CONT’D)

Fareed looks to his father and pushes down a boy who is 
guarding him, (obviously illegal). The ref looks over to 
Zubar about to blow his whistle, but drops it. 

At the last second Mahmoud passes to Fareed who scores. The 
crowd goes nuts. Zubar, nods at his son then walks away. The 
ref blows the whistle. 

As Mahmoud and Fareed walk off the soccer field, Ayaz is 
sitting by himself on a bench near the field. He looks up 
when Mahmoud walks by, then looks down as Fareed eyes him. 
Fareed sneers.

INT. LOCKER ROOM - DAY

The boys are getting ready, hitting high fives. 

EXT. SOCCER FIELD/SCHOOL PLAYGROUND AREA (CONT’D))

Fareed and Mahmoud exit the locker area and Ayaz is still 
sitting there. 

FAREED
Why is he looking over here? That boy has the jinn, I tell 

you.

Mahmoud kicks the soccer ball toward Ayaz and walks up.   
Fareed follows and jumps on the swing set next to Ayaz and 
does pull-ups. 
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AYAZ
--So I was wondering when you wanted to start...with 
studying. We could start today if you like.       

Overhearing, Fareed jumps down.  

FAREED
He’s not studying with you, creep. 

Fareed looks at Ayaz’s book with suspicion. Ayaz sees this 
and tries to put it quickly in his satchel. Fareed grabs the 
book.

FAREED (CONT’D)
--What’s this? This isn’t Farsi.

AYAZ
It’s English Fareed. You wouldn’t understand.

Taken aback, Fareed looks at Ayaz and then at Mahmoud.

FAREED
English!? That’s haram! What would Professor say?  

AYAZ
The Holy Qur’an is translated into English.  

Mahmoud laughs, and takes the book. CU Robinson Crusoe

MAHMOUD
He got you, Fareed. What is this?  

AYAZ
It’s about a boy stranded on a deserted island.

MAHMOUD 
A deserted island?  

Fareed jumps back and forth doing the pull-ups. 

FAREED
There are no islands in Mashhad. Let’s go, Mahmoud.

Fareed pulls on Mahmoud’s arm. They start to go.

AYAZ
I will. I will see an island someday.  

The boys turn back. Ayaz is quiet, embarrassed that maybe he 
spoke too much. Fareed steps towards Ayaz, grabs the book and 
throws it off to the side.  
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FAREED
Where do you get these books?  

(Aggressively)
Where?  

Mahmoud steps between Fareed and Ayaz.  

MAHMOUD
Enough, Fareed.  

AYAZ
If you want, I can help you graduate.

Fareed throws the ball at Mahmoud, trying to get his 
attention away from Ayaz. Mahmoud catches it.  

FAREED
He doesn’t care about graduating. 

Mahmoud and Ayaz make eye contact.

MAHMOUD
Come by later, after prayers.

FAREED
What? Why? 

Ayaz nods. Mahmoud throws the ball back to Fareed and they 
leave kicking the ball between them. The ball hits the 
passenger side of a passing taxi that Tanya and Benham are 
in. Tanya looks out the window at Mahmoud. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - SAME DAY

Benham and Tanya approach Justice Square in the cab, but the 
street is blocked by Basij. A policeman is about to clear 
them but then ZUBAR approaches in recognition.

BENHAM 
(Whispers)

Whatever you do, don’t talk.

ZUBAR, leans into the car. 

ZUBAR
Benham? Benham Barghouti? What a surprise. It’s been, what? 

Five years? 

Benham is sweating as he hands over Tanya’s paperwork.
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BENHAM
Pleased to see you again, Zubar. 

ZUBAR
And who is this we have here?

BENHAM
She’s my wife, from France.

ZUBAR
France?(Suspicious). (In French) “Get out of the car.” 

Tanya looks at him confused. She just blew the cover. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
You never were a good liar, Benham. Even in school. 

Benham shakes Zubar’s hand, handing him money.

BENHAM 
It’s American. (Pause) It’s been awhile, Zubar. Please accept 

my token of apology for the time between friends. 

Zubar looks at the American bills, and quickly tucks them in 
his breast pocket. 

ZUBAR
Have a nice visit Benham. Don’t be a stranger. 

Zubar walks away. Benham is mumbling. Tanya starts to turn 
around.

BENHAM
Don’t turn around! Just do as I say, damn it! 

Benham pauses, knows he overreacted.

TANYA
How much did you give him? 

BENHAM
A few hundred rial.

TANYA
Un fucking believable.

They park and Tanya gets out and pulls out a cigarette, and 
starts to light it. Benham grabs it and throws it on the 
ground and walks inside the Mashhad Travel Agency, in front 
of her. She flips him off behind him. 
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INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AGENCY (CONT’D)

Nesha, mid-30s, attractive Persian woman is at a desk, 
covered with travel magazines. Benham and Tanya enter.

BENHAM
Nesha.

She looks up and rushes to him. They hug.

NESHA
Benham! How are you, brother? Oh look at you. You’re so 

skinny. With the protests, I didn’t know if you’d make it.

BENHAM
Are you okay? You’re not mixed up in this?

NESHA
No no. (Laughs) You sound more like papa everyday. (Pause) I 

miss him.  

BENHAM
Yes, me too. 

She pulls him off to the side.

NESHA
Is this the girl?

He nods, Tanya looks over suspiciously.

BENHAM
I have work to do. I’ll see you later. 

Benham starts to leave. Tanya looks alarmed.

TANYA
What? Where are you going?

BENHAM
This is my sister. You’ll be fine. I have business.  

TANYA
What business? I’m your business. 

He looks at her and leaves. Nesha looks over to her.

NESHA
Come on. That’s a long plane ride. Let’s get you cleaned up.  
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Nesha turns the sign to “Closed,” and closes the blinds.  
They go upstairs.

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AGENCY - TANYA’S ROOM (CONT’D) 

NESHA
It used to be a storeroom. The best part is that it connects 

to the roof, which is all yours. 

TANYA
Why are you doing this?

NESHA
What?

TANYA
Why are you helping me? 

NESHA
He’s my brother. Are all Americans so suspicious? Come on.

She walks up a staircase to the rooftop.

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP - DAY

There are multiple rooftops connected, the travel agency, the 
Asgari Shoe store and a pawnshop. Laundry lines are hanging 
throughout, but gardens, and flowers and old chairs decorate 
them. The two women look over the roof to the urban sprawl 
and over to Justice Square. 

NESHA
They say the rooftops are the hearts of Iranian homes. We’ll 

have dinner in an hour?

TANYA
Will Benham--I mean Dr. Barghouti be here?

NESHA
No. As he told you, he has business.

Nesha leaves Tanya on the roof. Tanya leans over.

EXT. ASGARI SHOE STORE - DAY

Benham walks by the shoe store, as Mr. Asgari is looking out 
the window.  A woman walks by with a bag that says ‘Mashhad 
Mall’. Mr. Asgari shakes his head. 
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INT. ASGARI SHOE STORE (CONT’D)

Mahmoud walks in, and puts his backpack by the door, but 
stops short. His father holds a belt at his side. 

MAHMOUD
What did I do? 

MR. ASGARI
Your teacher called. 

He closes the blinds, turns the “Open” sign to “Closed.”

MAHMOUD
But father--it doesn’t matter. I’ll play soccer.

Mr. Asgari shakes his head. 

MR. ASGARI
Soccer player. There are a thousand boys for one position!

MAHMOUD
--Then, then a shoemaker. Like you.

Mr. Asgari knocks down a wall of shoes. 

MR. ASGARI
THERE ARE NO SHOES TO MAKE!! THERE ARE NO CUSTOMERS! There is 

nothing here for you!

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP/ASGARI SHOE STORE ROOFTOP -DAY

Mahmoud comes outside upset, dishevelled, trying not to cry. 
He looks over and sees Tanya and turns embarrassed, and 
shocked to see a Westerner. He picks up a laundry basket and 
begins hanging clothes.  Tanya sees him and walks to the 
short wall separating the roofs. 

TANYA
Hey there. Um. (Gestures) I’m Tanya. Salaam Koskesh. 

Mahmoud looks at her intently, then turns quickly, hanging 
the laundry.

TANYA  (CONT’D)
(Sarcastic) Yea, nice meeting you too. How modern of you 

(pause) doing laundry? 
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MAHMOUD
My mother is dead and I have no sisters. So what else am I to 

do?

TANYA
So you do speak English?

MAHMOUD
We’re not as backward as you people think.

TANYA
What grade are you in?

MAHMOUD
You should mind your business. (Pause) and you should have 

hijab on. 

TANYA
Yeah that’s not going to happen. 

She lights up. Mahmoud looks at her curiously and exits. 

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, KITCHEN - DAY

Mrs. Marhouni is in business attire and a headscarf.  Mr. 
Marhouni enters the kitchen in working clothes.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
I put out some fresh fig jam. I have to go out for a few 
hours. I have a new case. A boy who is to be whipped for 

knocking over a fruit stand at the market.

She pulls out some rial and hands them to her husband.

MRS. MARHOUNI (CONT’D)
And this family can pay.

MR. MARHOUNI
Finally, someone is paying. I’ll escort you.

MRS. MARHOUNI
No, go rest. It’s only two blocks. They don’t bother old 

women, just the young ones.  

MR. MARHOUNI
I’ll make dinner.

She kisses her husband.
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MRS. MARHOUNI
You are not like most men.

MR. MARHOUNI
You are not like most women. 

Ayaz bounds in. Mr. Marhouni starts to exit but slips. He 
picks up a marble and looks at Ayaz.  

MR. MARHOUNI (CONT’D)
You’re too old for these. 

Mr. Marhouni hands Ayaz the marble and exits. Ayaz sits and 
eats clumsily at the table while Mrs. Marhouni watches. She 
opens the “pantry” revealing a wall of books.

MRS. MARHOUNI
I have a little something for you.  

AYAZ
What is it?

He looks up from his meal, while she pulls out a book.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Les Miserable. This is the one I told you about. Maybe 

someday you will see the show. 

AYAZ
They made a show out of it?

MRS. MARHOUNI
A musical. I saw it when it first came out in Paris. 

AYAZ
Paris?  

MRS. MARHOUNI
It was the first musical I had ever seen. (Sardonic smile) 

Turns out it was the last too. Ah, Marius. 

Mrs. Marhouni spins. Ayaz looks at her. He gets up and grabs 
her hand to twirl her. They have a special moment. 

AYAZ
Who’s Marius? 

MRS. MARHOUNI
Read the book. 
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AYAZ
Is father your Marius?

She laughs, a little out of breath from dancing.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Ah, well, mostly. Sometimes Javert. Read the book. 

Realizing the time, she stops and looks at her watch.

MRS. MARHOUNI (CONT’D)
Oh. I have to go!

She dances with Ayaz to the door.  

EXT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE (CONT’D)     

Ayaz watches his mother out the door, just as Mahmoud walks 
up. He stops the dancing game abruptly. Mrs. Marhouni walks 
down the street and eyes Mahmoud curiously.

AYAZ
You came? 

MAHMOUD
Yes, If it’s okay.

AYAZ
Yes, yes. Please.

He waves him in and they walk to the bedroom.

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE AYAZ BEDROOM - DAY (CONT’D) 

Mahmoud looks around at the bedroom amused at the pictures. 
He stops at the drawing of the naked “David.”

MAHMOUD
Did you do this?

Bewildered, Mahmoud gestures awkwardly to “David.”

AYAZ
I copied it from the Web. 

MAHMOUD
(Giggling)

A naked man? Haram! 
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AYAZ
It’s David.

MAHMOUD
David? David who?

AYAZ
No. Michelangelo.  

MAHMOUD
Michael or David?

AYAZ
Never mind. 

(Ayaz pulls it off the wall embarrassed and stuffs it in a 
drawer)

So do you want to start?

MAHMOUD
I guess so. With what?

AYAZ
I don’t know, Math.  

MAHMOUD
(Looks in bookbag)

I forgot it. Maybe I should come back tomorrow. 

AYAZ
It’s been two tomorrows already. 

MAHMOUD
You were supposed to come to my house.  

AYAZ
Yesterday I was at the door, but-- 

Mahmoud looks down. They are awkward.  

MAHMOUD
Oh. Let’s go to the black market and get cigarettes.  

AYAZ
Mahmoud, you need to study.

Mahmoud flops himself on Ayaz bed and throws his soccer ball 
up in the air, catching it. 

MAHMOUD
It’s too late, I’m probably going to fail. 
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Ayaz walks over to the bed, sits next to Mahmoud.

AYAZ
No, we have two weeks. You’re going to study and pass.

Ayaz pulls out his green marbles, working them. Mahmoud 
casually takes one, and laughs. Ayaz then grabs a National 
Geographic and hands it to Mahmoud.  

AYAZ (CONT’D)
Here we can start with reading. 

Next to each other, Ayaz flips the pages. Mahmoud’s eyes go 
wide and he grabs the magazine. 

MAHMOUD
OH! Allah! I hope my betrothed will have these. Where do you 

get this? 

He shows the picture of breasty tribal women.

AYAZ
You can take it home if it helps you read. Just don’t get the 

pages sticky.  

Mahmoud laughs, and Ayaz looks down awkwardly. Mahmoud sees 
another book on the night stand and picks it up.

MAHMOUD
What’s this?

CU: Catcher in the Rye

AYAZ
Oh. Not this one. 

Ayaz attempts to take it back, but Mahmoud pulls back.

MAHMOUD
Why not? Oh the black market? Don’t worry; I’m not going to 

tell. What’s it about? 

AYAZ
An American boy does badly in school, and gets into a fight. 

Like you.

MAHMOUD
Yeah. Go on.

AYAZ
Well, he quits school and runs away to New York City.  
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MAHMOUD
New York City? 

AYAZ
I know, it’s haram right? But it gets worse. He meets a 

prostitute. 

MAHMOUD
A prostitute!   

Mahmoud laughs. Ayaz sees this doesn’t offend his friend.

AYAZ
He doesn’t actually do it with the prostitute.

PRAYER CALL CHIMES. 

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Read it to me? After prayers. 

AYAZ
We will read it together. You can read, Mahmoud. You’ll see.

Facing away from each other, the boys change down to their 
underwear and put on more formal clothes for prayer. Ayaz 
steals a peek, then looks down embarrassed. Mahmoud catches 
this, smiles and shakes his head.  

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - DAY

CALL TO PRAYER sounds as the boys enter the mosque.

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AGENCY - EARLY MORNING

Tanya goes down the stairs then stops suddenly as she finds 
Nesha on her knees praying, blinds closed. 

NESHA
Good morning. 

TANYA
Sorry, didn’t mean to bother you--

NESHA
It’s fine. I was done anyway. 

TANYA
Where is Benham?
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NESHA
He’s on business. 

TANYA
More business? What is he doing? 

Nesha looks at her watch nervously.

NESHA
You will have to ask him. Oh come on Mahmoud, I have to go to 

school. 

Mahmoud walks in the front door. 

TANYA
You’re kidding right? You need a boy to escort you to school? 

NESHA
Need? No, but it’s the law and breaking it isn’t a good idea. 

MAHMOUD
I’m not a boy. I’m 15.

NESHA
Ready cousin? I’ll be back in a few hours. There’s breakfast 

on the table. 

Mahmoud and Nesha exit, as Tanya looks out the window. She 
grabs the coffee and then looks out again, but this time she 
sees Benham, walking down the center of Justice Square. She 
puts down the cup of coffee, throws on a hijab and walks out. 
He walks quickly behind a building. She walks to the 
building, turns and sees him walk down a narrow street. She 
follows, around yet another corner. Suddenly--

GUARD
Hey! 

A guard confronts her and she points in the opposite 
direction. As soon as the guard turns, she darts behind the 
building. Guard looks back and sees she is gone. She moves 
quickly down the small street filled with vendors. She turns 
and sees another guard following. She runs down the heavily 
packed market street almost panicking, wheezing, and she is 
suddenly in Justice Square. She sees the travel agency, 
quickly enters and shuts the door, out of breath. 
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EXT. FERDOWSI UNIVERSITY - DAY

Mahmoud drops off Nesha at the door to the University and 
runs off to school. 

EXT. STREET OF MASHHAD - DAY - FOLLOW MAHMOUD TO SCHOOL

The Bell RINGS. He hesitates outside of the school, then 
walks away. He looks back once.

INT. SCHOOL - DAY

Ayaz goes to a desk near Mahmoud’s and sees that it’s empty. 
Fareed kicks away his chair signaling for Ayaz to go 
elsewhere. Professor enters.

PROFESSOR
No Mahmoud Asgari? His chances are looking dimmer. 

INT. FERDOWSI UNIVERSITY, HALLWAY - DAY 

The beautiful sound of a VIOLIN echoes off the corridor.  

POV OF SOMEONE WALKING DOWN THE HALL, STOPPING TO LOOK INTO 
THE SQUARE WINDOW TO NESHA ALONE. 

The room is empty except for several folding chairs, music 
stands and Nesha, playing the violin with her back to the 
door. ALI, 20s, with camera bag on his shoulder, looks into 
the room. Captivated, Ali approaches and stands quietly 
behind her as she plays.  

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Nesha hears someone behind her, and turns her head.   

ALI
Please, don’t stop.  It was beautiful. 

NESHA
(confident yet soft)

You cannot be in here. 

ALI
Why?
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NESHA
You know perfectly well why. 

ALI
You don’t buy into their rules. 

Nesha firmly examines this bold young man.

NESHA
It doesn’t matter what I buy into. I don’t feel like going 
before the Basij on account of a man in a women’s music 

class. 

Nesha notices the clock and packs her violin.

ALI
I was watching, enjoying your music.  

NESHA
Thank you. I have to go.  

ALI
What’s your name?

NESHA
Nesha.

ALI
Ali. I study photography.  

She laughs and looks at his camera, around his neck. 

NESHA
I guessed that. 

ALI
Of course! So, what about you?

NESHA
Me?

ALI
What do you do?

She is zipping up the violin case. She gestures toward a 
violin case. They laugh. 

NESHA
It’s okay. I don’t think I’ve ever heard a man ask me what I 

do. Not very conventional.
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ALI
Screw convention. 

Nesha laughs.

ALI (CONT’D)
You’re beautiful when you laugh.

He quickly snaps a photo. She is annoyed, covers a thin scar 
that is on her chin. 

NESHA
Stop! What are you doing? 

ALI
It’s what I do. Please don’t, cover it. It adds to your 

beauty.  

NESHA
A scar adds to my beauty? What a foolish thought. 

Students enter. Nesha puts on her coat.  

NESHA (CONT’D)
I have to go. 

ALI
When can I hear your music again?

She turns back, writes a note, and hands it to him.

NESHA
If you want come to this address Friday. 

She leaves quickly. Ali looks at the address and smiles. The 
TEACHER enters and stares at Ali, who shrugs.  

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL - DAY 

Benham is on his cell phone talking quietly. Tanya looks over 
suspiciously and he turns away.

Tanya pulls off her shirt. Benham hangs up, frustrated.

BENHAM
What are you doing? 

TANYA
I have a T-shirt on. You people are so uptight.
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He looks out the window trying not to steal a glance. 

BENHAM
We “people,” value things like modesty, humility-- 

TANYA
(Mumbles)...more like repression.

BENHAM 
What? Don’t you take that tone. I’m not some American man who 

takes this from a woman. 

He is in her face. She is pissed at his temper.

TANYA
Hey! Let’s get this straight. I don’t trust you. I see how 

you slink around. How do I even know you aren’t going to just 
leave me here to die. 

BENHAM
Is that what you think?  

TANYA
I have no idea.

BENHAM
You’re right. You don’t. 

Tanya grabs her satchel and walks the staircase leading to 
the rooftop. 

BENHAM (CONT’D)
Where are you going?

TANYA
Out.

BENHAM
To smoke! 

TANYA
What’s it to you?

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP / SHOE STORE ROOFTOP - DAY

Tanya walks outside, short of breath. She hears laughing 
coming from the adjacent rooftop. Intrigued, she looks across 
to see Ayaz and Mahmoud messing around. Ayaz is reading to 
Mahmoud who laughs. Ayaz is animated almost acting out the 
scenes from Catcher in the Rye.  
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AYAZ
“From his room at the Edmond, Holden can see into the rooms 

of some of the guests. He sees a man putting on silk 
stockings, high heels.” 

MAHMOUD
Oh Allah forbid! A bra! HARAM! Forbidden! Stop reading! 

They both look up and suddenly see Tanya. Ayaz shoves the 
book in his pants. Mahmoud sits up straight. 

TANYA
I didn’t mean to interrupt. 

No response. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
Was that Catcher in the Rye you were reading? I read it in 

high school. 

AYAZ
You’re from America?

TANYA
New York. 

AYAZ
Really?

The boys are more than impressed. 

TANYA
I’m Tanya. 

AYAZ
Salaam Darood. I am Ayaz. This is my friend Mahmoud. 

TANYA
We’ve met. 

MAHMOUD
Salaam. 

TANYA
Salaam. Go on please. I’d like to hear the story again.  

Figuring they can trust Tanya, the boys continue. 

AYAZ
No. Now, it’s your turn. You read this part.
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He looks nervously at Tanya.

MAHMOUD
But I can’t.

AYAZ
Yes, you can. Start here.

MAHMOUD
A cor--... 

AYAZ
“Corset.” “Cor-set.”

MAHMOUD
Corset? Oh Allah!

Ayaz is laughing.  Mahmoud tries to knock away the book but 
Ayaz pulls it back. Tanya laughs. 

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
A man who wears a corset. Wait, what is corset?

TANYA
Um that’s what they called girls underpants in the old days. 

Kind of.  

Mahmoud gets up and jumps.

MAHMOUD
(laughing in shock)
Awwww! Haram! This man would be stoned if he were in Iran. 
No, hanged. No, sliced in half... No, no, stoned, then 

hanged, then sliced in half. And if he were still alive, he 
would be thrown over a cliff... Both parts! 

Mahmoud collapses and they all laugh. A commotion can be 
heard coming from the street below. They all stop and look 
over and see guards on the street.

POV: Looking down on the street 

Three BASIJ GUARDS are harassing a young woman, accusing her 
of not covering her head properly.   

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Damn Basij! They are little boys!

AYAZ
Yea, but little boys with guns--
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TANYA
That is all they have. 

The boys turn to Tanya smiling. They look back to the scene 
below.

EXT. MASHHAD STREET (CONT’D)

BASIJ GUARD 1, a boy of 17, is especially rough and begins 
shouting at the woman. 

BASIJ GUARD 1
Don’t mouth off, woman. Wipe your lipstick off!

EXT. ROOFTOP (CONT’D)

TANYA 
Fucking creeps.

AYAZ
I better go to home. Mahmoud, you hold the book, to practice 

reading. Come to school tomorrow, promise?

MAHMOUD
Yeah. Okay. Hey, be careful 

Ayaz turns around to Tanya. 

AYAZ
Nice to meet you Tanya from New York. 

TANYA
See you later. 

Tanya and Mahmoud continue looking, as Ayaz is walking out 
the shoe store. Tanya suddenly takes a bucket of water and 
throws it over, which splays and a bit hits a guard. They 
duck back laughing. 

STREET (CONTINUOUS) 

Ayaz watches the guard feel his head and look up onto clear 
skies. Ayaz giggles and walks on. The guard looks up 
ominously. 
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ROOFTOP -(CONTINUOUS)

MAHMOUD 
Oh Insha Allah, are you crazy? 

Tanya starts to giggle. Mahmoud joins. 

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AND ADJOINING ROOFTOP (CONT’D) - DAY

Tanya pulls out a cigarette and lights up. An old woman 
hanging laundry looks over and steps to her side. Mahmoud and 
Tanya are suddenly nervous, as the old woman comes over.

TANYA
(To Mahmoud) I hope she didn’t see that. (To the woman) 

Sorry, okay, I know... Smoking is a crime. Ill put it out.  

The woman smiles and makes a smoking gesture. 

MAHMOUD
She wants a puff. 

Tanya is confused at first but then the woman gently takes it 
from her and takes a puff and exhales with considerable 
satisfaction. Tanya laughs. The woman laughs and makes the 
“shh” gesture. She starts to give back the cigarette but 
Tanya gestures no and pulls out another.  She sits next to 
her, the three saying nothing but sharing the cigarette. The 
woman gently touches Tanya’s hand, in thanks. Mahmoud smiles 
at them. He pulls out Catcher in the Rye and reads.  

SHOT - SUN SETTING OVER MASHHAD MOSQUE

FADE OUT.

INT. MASHHAD CLASSROM - MORNING

The bell RINGS. Mahmoud and Ayaz are toward the front 
exchanging glances at each other. Fareed is a few seats back 
glaring at Ayaz. 

PROFESSOR
Mahmoud Asgari, read the next Haddith.

MAHMOUD
“As for the right--righteous, they shall surely tri...tri--”
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AYAZ
(Whispering)

“Triumph.” Go on.

MAHMOUD
“Theirs shall be gardens and vine--vin...” 

AYAZ
“Vineyards.” 

MAHMOUD
“Vineyards, and high-bosomed virgins for companions: a truly 

overflowing cup.”  

PROFESSOR
That’s good, Mahmoud. If you show up and continue to read the 

Qur’an, you may yet pass.

Mahmoud looks over at Ayaz, who smiles approvingly.

EXT. SOCCER FIELD - DAY 

A game is in progress. Zubar is worked up on the sidelines. 
It is clear, Mahmoud is missing. The boy who is about to pass 
is awkward. The opposing team member takes the ball while 
Fareed is left standing there alone. The other team scores on 
the opposite end. Zubar glares at Fareed. Zubar walks off 
disgusted. 

EXT. MASHHAD MOSQUE - DAY

Benham, Tanya, and Nesha walk to the local mosque. Tanya is 
in a hijab and a long dress, which she pulls at.  

TANYA
God, this thing is hot.

BENHAM 
It’s our custom. Try to behave.

TANYA
Behave? What is with you? You don’t tell women to behave!

They arrive at the entrance to the mosque.

BENHAM
What is with me? I’m telling you our traditions. 

Nesha looks around nervously.
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NESHA
Stop, both of you.

BENHAM
I have to ask you for the rest of the money. 

TANYA
What? No, that wasn’t our deal. You get the rest after the 

surgery.

BENHAM
I need it now! 

TANYA
Are you kidding? I’m supposed to trust you? No. After the 

surgery that’s the agreement. That’s when you get the money.  

BENHAM
You know, your mother did you no favors by giving you 

everything.

TANYA
Really, doc? You're going to bring my mother into this? I 

don't think so.

This is highly unusual. Basij are starting to notice. 

NESHA
Shh! Please! 

TANYA
(too mad to care)

My mother is dead, in case you forgot! She was a lawyer 
working her ass off to raise her kid when a bunch of fucking 

towel heads decided to blow up her building! 

BENHAM
Towel heads?! You--

TANYA
--What are you doing with my money, Benham? Why do you need 
more of it now? Because I don't really feel like paying for 

another bomb.

BENHAM
You disrespectful bitch.

TANYA
Fuck you... 
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He feigns to slap her, but then she attempts to hit him but 
he grabs her arm. Basij starts walking over. Nesha is 
panicking. Benham sees this and panics too. 

BENHAM
Oh Allah please no. 

Benham grabs her arm. She starts to struggle but then sees 
Basij and realizes what she has done. 

TANYA
Shit.

They begin walking fast toward the mosque.

NESHA
Hurry this way. 

BENHAM
Into the mosque. Quickly. You two go into the women’s area. 
I’ll start walking to the market to distract them. I’ll pick 

you up in an hour. 

Benham leaves. The women go in. 

INT. MOSQUE - DAY

The quiet of the Mosque is in contrast to the hustle outside. 
It is dark, peaceful, beautiful. Nesha puts her hands on her 
knees in relief.

NESHA
Oh Allah. That was close.  

Nesha stands and walks ahead, with Tanya looking around then 
following. 

TANYA
It’s not true. I don’t blame all Muslims for 9-11. 

NESHA
Are you trying to convince yourself or me? Look I don’t care 

who you blame. 

TANYA
I shouldn’t--

NESHA
--But what I do care about is you putting my brother in 
jeopardy. He’s a good man, whether you know it or not. 
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So next time you have one of your little bratty temper 
tantrums why don’t you do it inside! 

TANYA
I’m sor--

NESHA
--You don’t know anything about him, or any of us. 

(Pause)
I’m going to pray. You can wait here. I’m sure you wouldn’t 

approve of our “customs” anyway. 

Nesha leaves. Tanya sits on the stone bench frustrated. Ayaz 
comes up. 

AYAZ
Salaam. 

She doesn’t look up. He sees that she is crying. 

AYAZ (CONT’D)
Please don’t cry. Did you come to pray?

TANYA
No. I’m...I’m not...

AYAZ
Wait here. 

Ayaz leaves and then returns with a small Qur’an.  

AYAZ (CONT’D)
It’s in English. There are a few up front. 

TANYA
(Taking it)

Oh, I can’t--

AYAZ
In Iran, it is an insult to turn down a gift. Besides, we 
don’t get many English visitors, so take it. See ya. 

Tanya looks around, for the first time noticing and mystified 
at the beauty. She sees the women’s area, and walks slowly, 
touching the beautiful side panels. Tanya sees Nesha and goes 
to sit next to her. She opens the book, reads while Nesha 
looks over.  

TANYA
(Whispers)

I really am sorry. 
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NESHA
It’s not easy here. And what you’ve been through, I can’t 

even imagine. 

After a pause Nesha puts her hand on Tanya and smiles.

INT. Marhouni RESIDENCE, AYAZ’S BEDROOM - DAY

Ayaz sits on his bed reading Catcher in the Rye, while 
Mahmoud looks on.  

MAHMOUD
Put that dirty sex book down... You heard the Professor, we 

should read the Qur'an more.

AYAZ
(Laughs)

Suddenly you listen to the professor? Mahmoud I read the 
Qur'an, every day.   

Ayaz goes to the Qur'an stand.

AYAZ (CONT’D)
Read this part.

MAHMOUD
(Reading)
"And round about them will serve boys of perpetual freshness: 

if thou seest them, thou would’st think them scattered 
pearls." 

(Puts the book down)
How come I’ve never heard passage?

AYAZ
They read what they want you to hear. That’s why you have to 

read for yourself. 

They eye each other. Ayaz turns and is tackled by Mahmoud. 
They start wrestling.

MAHMOUD
You’re not strong, Ayaz. You may have bigger brains, but I 

will always have bigger muscles. 

Mahmoud is on top of Ayaz, pinning him, then makes a muscle. 
Distracted by his muscles, Ayaz flips him over.  

AYAZ
Ha! My brains will outwit you though, and I’ll always win. 
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MAHMOUD
That’s what you think!

The boys continue to wrestle, pulling each other’s shirts 
over their heads.  Mahmoud has Ayaz’s arms pinned above his 
head. They are struggling but suddenly stop.. Ayaz moves his 
face closer as if about to kiss Mahmoud.

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
What are you doing?

AYAZ
Nothing. It’s you who’s growing in your pants!  

Suddenly the door opens and Mrs. Marhouni comes in the room 
with a tray of snacks. Mahmoud jumps up quickly.  She stops, 
leaves the tray, and exits. Mahmoud pulls on his shirt, 
flustered.  

MAHMOUD
I have to go-- 

AYAZ
Don’t run away. 

Ayaz tries to hold Mahmoud. He angrily pushes Ayaz.

MAHMOUD
What were you trying to do to me?!  

AYAZ
I’m sorry, don’t leave. Look, look I have some new marbles we 

can play. Look at this one. 

Mahmoud smacks the marbles out of his hand and they go flying 
across the room.

MAHMOUD
What a child. Fareed was right. You’re a weirdo!

Mahmoud walks out. Ayaz, devastated throws himself face down 
in his bed.

INT. ZUBAR RESIDENCE - NIGHT

ZUBAR sits at his kitchen table. President Ahmadinejad is on 
TV rallying for his election. CLANKING DISHES. 

ZUBAR
Quiet!  
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Fareed comes into the house carrying his soccer gear and sits 
at the table. Zubar looks up from the TV.  

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Why wasn’t Mahmoud at the game? 

FAREED
He’s with Ayaz Marhouni, reading and studying... Always 

studying. 

Taking a deep breath, Zubar turns off the TV and slowly gets 
up from his chair. He cups Fareed’s cheek gently, at first, 
then slaps him lightly, almost affectionately then reaches 
back and slaps him hard across the face.

FAREED (CONT’D)
Ow! 

Zubar grabs Fareed by the hair.   

ZUBAR
(psychotically)
This Mahmoud is your only hope to get on the national team. 

You are a stupid boy with no brains.  

Fareed gets slapped again.  

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Go find this Ayaz. Change his mind. 

INT. IRANIAN APARTMENT - NIGHT 

Young Iranians are dancing to pumping music, wearing western 
clothes, drinking, smoking, etc. Nesha and Tanya walk in, 
with hijabs on. 

TANYA
Whoa! 

NESHA
Did you think that all we do is pray and lecture each other?

TANYA
Um. Yes. 

They go in a bedroom and on the bed is a gathering of burkas 
and hijabs. Nesha hands Tanya some jeans.

NESHA
I brought these. I think they’ll fit. 
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Nesha changes into jeans. Tanya sees the tattoo on her arm. 
She touches it. 

TANYA
What is it?

NESHA
It’s from a drawing portraying a Rumi poem. Do you know Rumi?

TANYA
No.

NESHA
“This aloneness is worth more than a thousand lives. This 

freedom is worth more than all the lands on earth. To be one 
with the truth for just a moment, is worth more than the 

world and life itself.” 

TANYA
That’s beautiful.

NESHA
I got it after my divorce.

TANYA
Divorce? That’s allowed?

NESHA
If he consents. Once he smacked me hard enough I guess he 

thought he had enough. Come on, let’s have some fun.

Tanya looks at her scar. 

TANYA
Hey. Look I like you, no matter what there is between me and 

your brother.

NESHA
You don’t get it. 

TANYA
I want to get it. What does he do all day. You know--when he 

disappears.

NESHA
He has business. (Pause) 

TANYA
Business? What business?
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NESHA
It’s up to him to tell you. Come on, do you want to have some 

fun or not?

Tanya nods. 

INT. NIGHT LIVING ROOM (CONT’D)

The two women are dancing and having fun. Two gay guys, 
Jabari and Nassir, yell over at them.

JABARI
Nesha! Come over here. Nasser and I love your new song.

They all hug. 

NESHA
I’m so glad you guys like it. This is Tanya from America.   

NASSIR
Nice to meet you. Do you want some? 

He offers a joint. Tanya looks at it, then at Nesha.

TANYA
Thanks. Not tonight.

Ali walks up behind Nesha.

ALI
HI THERE!

NESHA
HEY PHOTOGRAPHER. YOU CAME! 

ALI
Of course, nice party!

NESHA
This is Tanya. 

ALI
Hello. 

Tanya notices that Ali and Nesha are staring at each other. 

TANYA
Um. Okay I’m going to get some punch or whatever. 
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The music is loud. Nesha gets up and gestures for him to 
follow. Tanya is dancing and chatting with the guys.

INT. APARTMENT, KITCHEN - NIGHT. 

Quieter. Chips, soda, food, beer bottles are on the counter. 
People come and go grabbing snacks and such.   

ALI
That’s better.

NESHA
What? You didn’t like the music? 

ALI
Yeah, it’s good... just loud.  

NESHA
Good thing you said you liked it. 

He listens, then looks at her, then realizes. 

ALI
Really? That’s you singing? Wow, that’s incredible.

She gives him a look like she doesn’t believe him.

NESHA
You don’t have to say that. 

ALI
I’m not, really! I like it.  But that’s not classical violin. 

NESHA
The classics are the basis of all music.  

The song changes to something softer. He leans in and tries 
to kiss her. She backs off and stuffs a chip in his mouth. 
She sits up on the counter. 

NESHA (CONT’D)
Hey, hey hey. What do you think you’re doing?

She takes another chip from a bag on the counter and darts 
away from him, stuffing the chip in his face, playfully. Ali 
grabs her hand and pulls her back in. 

ALI
What? I just want to kiss you.
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NESHA
Men. That is all you think of.

ALI
(chips in his mouth)

No! Not at all.  It’s just that-- 

NESHA
Food or sex, look at you. Come on, let’s go dance.  

She jumps off the counter, grabs his hand and pulls him back 
to the living room, now a dance area. 

INT. APARTMENT, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

Nesha leads Ali through the dance party. Nasser and Jabari 
kiss. Ali looks at Nesha, questioning. 

NESHA
They’re my friends. Any problem with that?  

ALI
Not at all. I’m just jealous. 

NESHA
You want to kiss Jabari or Nassir?

Ali laughs, and pulls her close to him. 

ALI
I want to kiss you. 

Nesha puts her hand on his chest and moves closer. Ali puts 
his arms around her, and they kiss. 

EXT. MASHHAD HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Election Day. There are booths set up along a fence.   
Mahmoud walks past a line of people waiting to vote, 
including Nesha and her father. There are demonstrators 
waving green flags and carrying signs that say: “Make Your 
Vote Count,” and “Free and Fair Elections for All.” Fareed 
sees Mahmoud.

FAREED
Mahmoud? Mahmoud. I’m talking to you! Why weren’t you at the 

game!  
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MAHMOUD
(uninterested and avoiding)

Get off my back. 

Fareed is slightly panicked, agitated, following Mahmoud.

FAREED
You’re going to be there today, right?

MAHMOUD
Be there?

FAREED
The match! South Mashhad. I can’t believe you. It’s South 

Mashhad. 

MAHMOUD
Uh. 

Ayaz is on a bench by the front entrance. He sees Mahmoud and 
Fareed walking towards them. Ayaz turns and tries to walk 
away, but Fareed gives him a shove.  

FAREED
Watch it, kuni!

MAHMOUD
Ayaz!

Ayaz is walking. Mahmoud follows. Fareed follows Mahmoud.  

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
AYAZ, Stop.

Ayaz tries to move against the flow of students, but Mahmoud 
grabs his arm. 

FAREED
Mahmoud! C’mon, we will be late.    

MAHMOUD
AYAZ!  

Ayaz stops and turns around. He avoids eye contact.    

FAREED
Wait. Is he crying!?  

Ayaz is embarrassed, as other students look on.
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AYAZ
I am not!

FAREED
Oh Allah, everyone look at this kuni with his tears!  

MAHMOUD
Shut up, Fareed!  

Mahmoud still has his hand on Ayaz. Fareed notices this.

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
What are you doing later? I have a test tomorrow. Can you 

help me study?  

FAREED
Mahmoud, we have a match!   

MAHMOUD
I need to study. So, Ayaz, can I come by?

FAREED
Mahmoud!?! You can’t! It’s South Mashhad! 

Fareed pulls Mahmoud’s shirt. 

MAHMOUD
Leave me alone! 

FAREED
What do you mean study?! What are you a kuni like him?

Fareed pushes Mahmoud. More boys are crowding around.

AYAZ
What is the big deal, Fareed?  Maybe he doesn’t feel like 

playing soccer with you little boy!

Fareed is red with anger. 

Zubar pulls up in his car, next to school watching. 

FAREED
Maybe I’ll knock your stupid teeth out, kuni.   

Fareed pushes Ayaz. Ayaz pauses, calmly. As Fareed looks at 
the other kids, he sees his father’s car, confidently 
clenches his fist, swings to hit, but Ayaz ducks and cold 
cocks Fareed, who falls to the ground, and grabs his mouth. 
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AYAZ
Knock my teeth out, huh? You better watch your mouth.   

Fareed gets up embarrassed, and humiliated. Students laugh 
and jeer at him. 

FAREED
(To the other kids)

Shut up! You’ll be sorry, Kuni, just wait!  
(To Mahmoud) 

Go and play with your stupid girlfriend!

Fareed runs off outside the school yard.

EXT. STREET NEAR SCHOOL - DAY

Fareed is walking fast, holding his face, sees Zubar in the 
car, who is driving slowly next to him. 

ZUBAR
Get in!

Fareed hesitates, scared, and continues to walk faster.  

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
GET IN NOW! 

He reluctantly gets in the car.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
That boy--Again this Ayaz humiliates you!

Zubar, pulls the car over, furious. He repeatedly smacks 
Fareed on the head, while Fareed ducks in the front seat. 

EXT. MASHHAD HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Ayaz, picks up his book and walks off. Mahmoud follows.    

MAHMOUD
Wait up. Ayaz please. 

AYAZ
What?

MAHMOUD
Let’s skip school today. 
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Ayaz stops, looks back at the school. They see the Professor 
gathering kids for the class. Mahmoud grabs Ayaz by the hand 
and brings him around a corner, out of view.

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Come on. 

Nasser and Nesha are down the street in line waiting to vote 
as Ayaz and Mahmoud run by.  

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Where’s the book?

AYAZ
Later. Let’s play some soccer.

MAHMOUD
Really? Okay...

They begin to kick the ball in the street near the voting 
area, oblivious to the Basij, the protestors and voters. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE LIBRARY - SAME DAY

Nesha, is waiting in the voting line. Her friend Nassir comes 
out and shows his thumb. 

NASSIR
So it’s done.

NESHA
I have a feeling it is not done. My turn.

Nasser sees the Basij. Nesha looks over at men and women 
wearing green holding protest signs. 

NASSIR
I’ll wait here for you.

EXT. MASHAAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP - DAY

Tanya watches from the roof anxiously, sweating. She is 
pacing, and pulls out a cigarette. She starts to light it, 
but thinks twice, crumples it frustrated. She pulls out her 
phone tries to use it, but it RINGS INCOMPLETE CALL. She 
throws the phone against the wall.

TANYA
WHERE IS HE?!
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She looks over the wall, and sees Ayaz and Mahmoud. 

EXT. MASHHAD CITY CENTER, STREET - DAY

AYAZ, awkwardly kicking the soccer ball, to Mahmoud. The boys 
laugh. Mahmoud passes the ball back to Ayaz. Ayaz kicks the 
ball too hard and accidently hits a BASIJ GUARD in the face. 
The guard walks up to Ayaz, about to smack him. Mahmoud steps 
in. Fareed watches from a hidden area.  

MAHMOUD
Hey!  It was an accident.

BASIJ GUARD
Move.

The guard pushes Mahmoud.

MAHMOUD
I said it was an accident.

Mahmoud steps back and pushes the guard from behind. Two 
others come up. 

AYAZ
Mahmoud, no!

The guard turns and swings his rifle at Mahmoud, smacking him 
to the ground. The guard beats his backside with a short 
whip.  

AYAZ (CONT’D)
No! Stop. Mahmoud!

Ayaz tries to stop it but another guard pushes Ayaz down. The 
guard continues to whip Mahmoud.

EXT. MASHAAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP (CONT’D)

Tanya sees this, turns and paces in frustration. She eyes a 
small pot in a corner on the roof, grabs it and hurls it over 
the wall toward the Basij. It crashes directly behind him. 

EXT. STREET (CONT’D)

The guard turns, and looks up and sees Tanya who did not duck 
out of his view in time.  
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POV GUARD LOOKS UP AND SEEING TANYA. 

TANYA
Shit. 

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL (CONT’D)

Two Basij guards enter and rush up the stairs.

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP (CONT’D)

Tanya is crouching on the roof holding her breath. Sound of 
approaching FOOTSTEPS. She walk/runs, and hops the short wall 
between the travel agency and the shoe store. She is 
hyperventilating, disoriented. The guards burst onto the 
roof, and see her just as she is going down the steps of the 
rooftop. She runs through the shoe store, past Mr. Asgari, 
knocking over a display of shoes to thwart the chase, and 
runs outside. People gasp at the Western woman without a 
hijab running through the street. The boys see her. She 
signals to them to run. She runs in the opposite direction.

EXT. MASHHAD STREET (CONT’D)

BASIJ GUARD
There she is. 

Tanya tries to duck behind a building but is caught.

TANYA
Get your hands off me, you fucking creeps.

They grab her and force a hijab over her head. A woman guard 
pushes her into a police car. Mr. Asgari looks on in shock 
from the shoe store. Nesha comes running out, sees what has 
happened, runs back inside, closes the door to make a call.

EXT. STREET - SAME DAY

Down the street in a side alley, Mahmoud winces in pain. 

AYAZ
Are you okay? 

MAHMOUD
I’m fine... The American girl. What are they going to do to 

her?  
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AYAZ
I don’t know. 

He turns back quickly and helps him up.

AYAZ (CONT’D)
You’re bleeding. Come on.  

Ayaz helps Mahmoud to walk to Ayaz’ house. He helps Mahmoud 
to the door and signals for him to go inside. His mother is 
in the side yard. Fareed continues to follow.  

EXT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, SIDE YARD - DAY 

Mrs. Marhouni is hanging laundry. Ayaz runs into the yard 
quickly picking eucalyptus leaves off a tree.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Ayaz? What are you doing?

AYAZ
I need them.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Why? Have you cut yourself? Ayaz, I’m talking to you.

He keeps picking quickly avoiding his mother.

AYAZ
It’s Mahmoud. He was beaten by the Basij. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
Those sons of bitches! 

Mrs. Marhouni eyes him and tries to take the bowl.  

MRS. MARHOUNI (CONT’D)
I’ll do that.

Ayaz pulls back the bowl.  

AYAZ
Maman, please... It is not proper for a woman to see a man.  

They look into each other’s eyes. She lets go of the bowl. 

INT. Marhouni RESIDENCE, AYAZ’S BEDROOM - DAY

Ayaz enters with a basin and a rag.  
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AYAZ
Take your shirt off. This will ease the sting.

Mahmoud takes his shirt off. He lies face down on the bed. 
Ayaz begins applying the salve to his wounds. He reaches his 
lower back, where the whip marks go below the belt.   

AYAZ (CONT’D)
Take them off. 

MAHMOUD
What? No. 

AYAZ
This’ll ease the sting. 

Ayaz pulls Mahmoud’s pants down partly.  

EXT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, FRONT - (CONT’D)

Fareed passes Mrs. Marhouni in the side yard but she doesn’t 
see. Fareed stealthily enters the house.  

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, HALLWAY - DAY

Quietly, Fareed follows the voices in the house.  

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, AYAZ’S BEDROOM - DAY

Ayaz applies salve to Mahmoud’s lower back/butt.

CU FAREED IS LOOKING IN. 

MAHMOUD
Ouch!  

AYAZ
Stay still. 

He wrings out a rag and applies it gently.

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

Fareed pulls out his cell phone and snaps a picture. Mahmoud 
sees him and jumps up.   
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MAHMOUD
Fareed!

Fareed runs out.

EXT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, SIDE YARD - DAY

Mrs. Marhouni sees Fareed running and tries to stop him.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Fareed? What’s wrong?  

FAREED
You’re son. He is evil!

Mamhoud comes running out, grabs Fareed but Fareed pulls his 
arm away and runs off. Mahmoud runs after him. Ayaz looks at 
his mother and runs after Mahmoud.

EXT. PLAYGROUND OF SCHOOL - DAY

Mahmoud catches up and tackles Fareed.  

FAREED
Get off of me! I saw you two.  

They wrestle for a moment. Ayaz catches up and pulls Mahmoud 
off Fareed. Fareed stands, brushes off the dirt.  

MAHMOUD
It was not like that and you know it. Give me your phone. 

FAREED
No! It’s the law under Shari'aa to report. I must. 

Mahmoud muscles Fareed, trying to get the phone out of his 
pocket. Fareed gets free and goes behind a rusty old Merry 
Go, they dance back and forth. 

MAHMOUD
Give it to me! 

Fareed moves backward, pointing menacingly at Ayaz.

FAREED
You! It’s you who must come clean. It’s all your fault.  
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MAHMOUD
He didn’t do anything. 

(To Ayaz)
Get him from the other side.

Ayaz doesn’t move. He’s paralyzed. 

FAREED
You have to tell the authorities what you did. You tried to 

corrupt Mahmoud.  

MAHMOUD
He did not!

FAREED
You were the one lying on him while he was sleeping.

MAHMOUD
That’s a lie!

Mahmoud continues to try to catch Fareed while he moves from 
one side to the other. 

FAREED
Turn yourself in Ayaz. It’s the only way!

Fareed turns to Mahmoud and attempts to be friendly.

FAREED (CONT’D)
Then, we can play soccer again. 

MAHMOUD
That’s a lie!

(Backing away)

FAREED
What difference does it make?  

(To Ayaz) 
You better do it.

Fareed turns and runs off. 

AYAZ
Oh Allah.

They both pace the schoolyard, then sit on a bench, looking 
down. There is a long pause.

MAHMOUD 
I’ll go to the authorities.
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AYAZ
What? No. 

MAHMOUD
No, don’t you see, he’s just trying to get you in trouble. If 
you go, it will be bad. But if I tell them the truth, they’ll 

whip me. Let me go.

Ayaz, puts his hand on Mahmoud’s face. Mahmoud smiles, then 
turns and runs off.  

INT. MARHOUNI RESIDENCE, KITCHEN - DAY

The TV is on, President Ahmadinejad lecturing Columbia 
University students.  

CU TV, TO DISHES, TO MRS. MARHOUNI’S FACE WATCHING TV 

PRESIDENT AHMADINEJAD 
“In Iran, we don't have homosexuals like in your country. We 
don't have that in our country. In Iran, we do not have this 
phenomenon. I don't know who's told you that we have it.” 

Mrs. Marhouni comes to a slow stop with the dishes. She 
stares at nothing. She takes a dish and smashes it to the 
ground. Then another and another. 

INT. MASHHAD PRISON - DAY 

A YOUNG FEMALE SOLDIER in full hijab stands over Tanya, who 
is sitting on a chair in the center of the windowless room. 
ZUBAR walks in.  

ZUBAR
So, the young wife of the good doctor. It appears that you 

don’t want to be a good wife after all. Why did you throw the 
pot at my guards?

TANYA
I already told her, it was an accident. It fell.

GUARD
It didn’t fall. This American bitch threw it at my head. 

ZUBAR
Pots don’t usually fall across a street. They fall straight 

down. We have physics here in Iran too. 
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TANYA
If you know, why did you ask me?

The guard slaps her across the face. She is stunned. He goes 
to do it again.

TANYA (CONT’D)
Oh my god! 

ZUBAR
Go bring in the boy.

Guard stops, exits, and returns with Mahmoud. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
How do you know him? 

Mahmoud makes eye contact and signals not to talk.

TANYA
I saw your guards beating him. That’s all. 

ZUBAR
What do you know about--his perversions?

TANYA
What? What are you talking about? Your guards were beating 
him because he accidentally kicked a ball and it hit him. 

ZUBAR
Get him out of here. You’re lying. 

Guards exit with Mahmoud. 

INT. EVAN PRISON - SAME DAY

Benham and Nesha walk in. Nesha stays behind in the waiting 
area. Benham is escorted in.

INT. EVAN PRISON - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

BENHAM
Zubar. My wife. I just heard.

ZUBAR
Your wife needs to learn manners.

BENHAM
Yes, of course. I’m sorry.
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Benham stealthily slips cash to Zubar. 

ZUBAR
I’m not sure I can help this time.

BENHAM
Please, Zubar, she is sick.

ZUBAR
Sick? How is she sick? 

Benham immediately regrets giving up this information. Benham 
pauses, looks around. Zubar approaches.

BENHAM
She needs a transplant--

ZUBAR
What kind of transplant?

Zubar pulls him to the side away from Tanya.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
I asked you what kind of transplant.

BENHAM
Her heart. It’s failing. 

Zubar looks at the money askance, then frowns. 

ZUBAR
A heart? The American bitch needs a heart.

He laughs hysterically.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
I see. Well, I think we can let her go, for humanitarian 

reasons. As for this heart, maybe I can help. 
(Pause)

What’s her blood type? 

BENHAM
No.  No--It, It doesn’t work like that. 

ZUBAR
What is it?

BENHAM
B positive. But I think we have a--
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ZUBAR
--I work very hard. Very hard, Benham. I didn’t have a father 
put me through medical school like you. I do the people’s 

work. Remember that.

BENHAM
Of course.

Benham treads carefully, then hands more money to Zubar.  

ZUBAR
No no. We will handle business later. For now, take your 

‘wife’ home. 

BENHAM
What about the charges? 

ZUBAR
Oh that. 

(waives it off)
Bring her before the Mullah--there will be a small fine, and 

tell her not to throw things at my guards. 

He suddenly pulls him close again.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
As for her transplant, if I help you must accept it. It is 

our way. 

Zubar nods to the guard to open the door.

EXT. PRISON - SAME DAY

Nesha, Tanya and Benham exit, to the glaring sun outside the 
prison. Benham walks quickly down the street. 

TANYA
What happened in there?

BENHAM
Take her back. 

She follows, trying to keep up, huffing; Nesha follows as 
well.  

TANYA
What? No. I’m not going back. Back to what? So I can keep 

waiting and waiting while you slink about?  Benham please, I 
just want to know what’s going on.
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He turns his back and continues to walk as she follows. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
I’m going wherever you’re going. 

She is out of breath. Nesha is following as well. Benham 
turns abruptly.

BENHAM
Stop! You will kill yourself. 

Tanya looks over at Benham and sees his hands shaking. 

TANYA
Why do you care? You could have left me to die. 

He turns quickly toward her wagging his finger in 
frustration, then turns again and goes back to walking, and 
again she follows stubbornly. 

BENHAM
You really do think we’re all monsters. 

TANYA
Where do you go all day? What are you doing? I want some 

answers Benham! 

He looks around to see if Basij is following. 

BENHAM
These questions are too much! 

TANYA
Start with one. Mahmoud, what did he do?

BENHAM
We aren’t arrested for what we do in Iran, we’re arrested for 

who we are.  

TANYA
Riddles! More riddles! All of you. You speak in riddles! 

Nesha looks hard at Benham, disapproving.

NESHA
Brother.

BENHAM
Fine! Come on. Tighten your hijab.
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They walk purposefully down a side street, Benham looking 
around. They go down another and finally stop at a plain 
unmarked door. Benham knocks. CU on peephole. The door opens 
and the man at the door gestures.

BENHAM (CONT’D)
Go quickly.

DR. MOHALI
Did anyone see you?

Benham nods no. 

INT. RUNDOWN CLINIC OFF SIDE STREET OF MASHHAD - MORNING

Tanya, Benham, and Nesha step inside. There are dozens of 
children in dirty beds. Tanya looks around in shock. It 
quickly becomes apparent that Benham is one of the heads of 
the clinic. Tanya is speechless at the condition of the 
clinic. It’s loud, messy, dirty, overflowing with children. 

A nurse comes by with two small children. She is pushing a 
ten-year-old girl who is crying and holding her arm in a 
bloody rag out the door. Tanya suddenly wakes from her 
stupor. 

TANYA
What? What are they doing? 

BENHAM
We need the bed. We only have so many. 

A nurse passes by with two more children. Chaotic. Benham 
hands over a check. 

Tanya exchanges glances with Nesha understanding where the 
“money’ is going. 

BENHAM (CONT’D)
This is Tanya. 

Dr. Mohali smiles wryly. 

DR. MOHALI
The American? Sit down young lady. You should be resting. 

He pulls up a chair. 

TANYA
Thank you. I’m fine. 
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DR. MOHALI
You will be soon enough. Then you will take him back to 

America.

BENHAM
Uncle please. We’ve been through this.

DR. MOHALI
Stubborn!

NESHA
Like his Uncle.

TANYA
What?

NESHA
Benham is staying here, to run the clinic. 

DR. MOHALI
Ah (shakes head) he’s crazy, tell him to go back and live his 

dream. 

BENHAM
We’ve been through this Uncle. 

A nurse comes over. 

NURSE
The girl in 3 is ready doctor.

DR. MOHALI
I have to go take an appendix out. That I could do 

blindfolded. 
(To Benham)
Take a look at the girl in bed 6, I’m not sure if I should 

remove the foot or we can save it. 

The Uncle leaves. Benham walks over and tends to a child’s 
swollen foot, with Tanya and Nesha. The child has a torn 
teddy bear. The girl knows him and hugs him.

BENHAM
Hello Miriam.  

He stoops down, takes the bear and snuggles it to him. 

BENHAM (CONT’D)
Oh did you hear that? Mr. Khersi says you should get a candy. 

He pulls out a piece of candy and gives it to her. 
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LITTLE GIRL
What about one for Mr. Khersi?

BENHAM
Okay. One more for Mr. Khersi. 

(To Nurse)
It’s still quite infected. Push the vanco to 500 cc. I’ll be 

back in tomorrow morning. We’ll decide then.  

They exit. 

EXT. CLINIC (CONT’D)

They walk a few yards down the street. 

TANYA 
That’s where you go everyday? You could have told me.

BENHAM
I wasn’t sure you’d care. 

NESHA
Of course, she cares.

Nesha gives a knowing look to Tanya, Benham looks over and 
sees Basij. 

BENHAM
Shit. They’ve been following us all morning. 

TANYA
What do they want now?

BENHAM
What do they ever want? Come on, let’s go. 

They continue walking, cutting down small streets until they 
reach the Mosque. Benham turns, glances over and they enter 
the mosque. 

INT. PRISON CELL ANTEROOM (CONT’D)

A guard brings Mahmoud in and puts him in a chair. Zubar sits 
opposite him. 

ZUBAR
So, how is soccer?

Zubar unlocks the handcuffs and tosses Mahmoud’s hair. 
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MAHMOUD
Fine.

ZUBAR
You and my boy, you’re good together. When he practices with 

you, he improves.  

MAHMOUD
Yes sir. 

ZUBAR
So, go, and practice more.

MAHMOUD
I’m free? 

He puts a piece of paper in front of him.

ZUBAR
Of course. You just sign this confession that Ayaz Marhouni 

assaulted you, and you are done.

Mahmoud is shocked, stands up and pushes the table.

MAHMOUD
But Ayaz did nothing. You have it wrong!  

Zubar slams Mahmoud’s head against the table, holding him 
down. 

ZUBAR
Don’t ever tell me I “have it wrong”, you understand? Zubar 

does not have it wrong. 

He’s pushing Mahmoud’s head down hard with his hand.  

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Sign it! 

MAHMOUD
I won’t! Ayaz did nothing wrong!! 

Zubar lets him up. He whispers to the guard who leaves, then 
returns a moment later with a syringe.   

ZUBAR
Why do you protect this boy?

He pulls Mahmoud’s arm and inserts the needle.
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MAHMOUD
OH No!!! Allah! What are you doing?!

ZUBAR
(Laughs)

Just a little blood ...for our records.

He is gentle. He finishes and taps the vile of blood.  

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
You don’t want to sign it? Fine. It doesn’t matter, because 

they’re bringing your little Ayaz in now.

Anguish registers on Mahmoud. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
What did you think? This is not just a little punk crime.  
Either your blood will be spilled or his. Someone must be 

punished for this. 

Mahmoud runs out. Zubar hands the vile to the guard. 

EXT. MASHHAD PRISON - DUSK (CONT’D) 

Mahmoud runs out of the prison just as guards are bringing 
Ayaz inside. 

MAHMOUD
Ayaz! 

Ayaz turns his swollen face toward Mahmoud and smiles, and 
then is pushed inside. 

Mahmoud is angry. He picks up a rock and throws it at the 
prison wall. He then runs and runs past his father’s shoe 
store.  The sign says “Out of Business.” He sees his soccer 
ball by the side of the store. He grabs it and continues 
running, tears streaming.

INT. SAME PRISON (CONT’D)

Ayaz is on the ground in a small cell. Zubar enters with a 
glass of water, and hands it to Ayaz.  

ZUBAR
So, I hear you are not talking. What were you and Mahmoud 

doing?  
(No response)
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ZUBAR (CONT’D)
My son says you were on top of him while he had his pants 

down.    

AYAZ
It’s not true.

Zubar signals for the guard to get lost.   

ZUBAR
Yes, yes, he was whipped and you applied salve. Why do you 

both try to protect each other? Hmm?

Zubar unlocks Ayaz’s cell and enters. He smiles and reaches 
for Ayaz by extending his hand. Shakes his hand, as if 
offering friendship.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Please, take it.

Ayaz hesitates, then gives his hand. Zubar pulls him up, and 
over to the side of the cell, flipping Ayaz around in one 
motion, then pushes his head between the rails. With his arm 
around Ayaz’s neck, in a death lock, he whispers. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
So, that is what you do with your body... you defile it in 

front of God? I’ll teach you.

AYAZ
Please no--

Zubar rips Ayaz pants and underwear down with his other hand. 
Zubar then unzips his pants.   

ZUBAR
How did you do it?  I need to know.  Did you stick it in 

gently or were you a little rough... like this-- 

Zubar thrusts against Ayaz, raping him. Ayaz is struggling 
against the jail rails, crying out.  

AYAZ
(Garbled)

No!... Please, don’t please. 

Zubar puts his hand hard over Ayaz’s mouth. It is 
silhouetted.

ZUBAR
Shut up. Nobody will save you. 
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Zubar lunges faster and faster, is out of breath sweating on 
Ayaz’s back. Zubar then groans and exhales. Ayaz falls to the 
ground. Zubar buttons up his fly and spits.

EXT. MASHHAD SCHOOL PLAYGROUND - NIGHT (LATER)

Mahmoud is kicking the soccer ball against a wall.  Fareed 
approaches from behind and kicks out the ball. 

FAREED
And he scores!

MAHMOUD
Go away.

FAREED
You should thank me, Mahmoud. I told my father that Ayaz took 

advantage of you.

MAHMOUD
You lied!

FAREED
Didn’t you hear the edict last month? The cities must be 

cleaned of impure souls. The Imam has said so. 

Fareed sees the menace in Mahmoud’s face. He is scared.   

MAHMOUD
Ayaz feet are more pure than your soul will ever be. 

FAREED
We have a match next week. I was thinking--

Mahmoud picks up a rock and throws it at Fareed.

FAREED (CONT’D)
--Ow! Are you crazy?!

Mahmoud picks up another and hits him, and another.

FAREED (CONT’D)
--OW! Stop it! You... You are his lover. You are his habebe!  

Fareed is running while Mahmoud pursues him.

MAHMOUD
Get out! Get away from me.

Fareed is running. 
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FAREED
I tried to help you. Now you’ll be sorry!! 

Fareed runs as Mahmoud picks up rocks and throws them at him. 
Mahmoud stops at the bench he and Ayaz had sat on earlier. He 
lies down and cries loudly. PRAYER CALL. 

INT. MOSQUE, COMMON AREA - DAY

Tanya and Nesha are in the women’s area but can see into the 
men’s prayer area. Nesha helps Tanya sit, as she is out of 
breath. Benham nervously is in the men’s prayer area. 

TANYA
I--I didn’t know about the clinic. The things I’ve said to 

him. 

Nesha laughs, shakes her head and looks askance at Tanya.

TANYA (CONT’D)
What?

NESHA
You think a few hard words bother him. He grew up with me. 

You care for him.

TANYA
I, I--

NESHA
--He cares about you too. Open your eyes Tanya. 

INT. MOSQUE, MEN’S AREA (CONT’D)

Benham seems to be avoiding Basij who are blocking the exits. 
Benham goes to the middle, kneels down and begins to pray. We 
faintly hear the prayer of a man directly next to him 
(Mahmoud), crying his prayer. 

MAHMOUD
(Whispering, weeping)
Please, Allah, so merciful, hear my prayer. I know that I am 
not worthy, but I pray, Allah, now that you have mercy. You 
and only you know the truth. Let the truth ring out--He is a 
good--even if he reads in English. Oh Allah, please, I will 

read the Qur'an--

The Basij are encroaching. They gesture toward Benham (So 
Benham thinks). Zubar enters, followed by Fareed. 
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From afar, Zubar and a Basij guard talk. Benham thinks they 
are after him, and he is oblivious to Mahmoud praying next to 
him. Benham is about to lose all control and run when Zubar 
walks up, but then he leans in to Mahmoud, bends over and 
whispers into Mahmoud’s ear.  

ZUBAR
I tell you to practice with my boy, and you throw rocks at 
him. Finish your prayer and then walk to me in the back. 

Don’t make a scene.  

Mahmoud turns to Benham.  

MAHMOUD
Please, cousin, ask Allah to have mercy.

Benham, nods sadly. Mahmoud leaves. Benham puts his head to 
the ground in relief, and prays.

EXT. MOSQUE - DAY 

Mahmoud is cuffed and put into a military vehicle as  Tanya 
and Nesha watch. There is a small crowd watching the arrest. 
Ali is on the side, snapping pictures. 

TANYA
Mahmoud! 

Mahmoud shakes head to Tanya as in “don’t talk.” 

TANYA (CONT’D)
What’s going on?!

ZUBAR
You again? You just want to cause trouble, don’t you little 

sister? 

TANYA
What did he do? Why don’t you just let him go? 

ZUBAR
And why don’t you go back to the Mosque and pray for a new 

heart. Maybe “Allah” will get you one.

He laughs, leans in to her ear. Tanya, disgusted pulls away. 

Nesha suddenly sees Ali taking photos and registers shock. 
Ali realizes this is misinterpreted but has to get in the 
police van. 
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NESHA
My god!

Nesha is transfixed, Benham tries to get her moving. 

BENHAM
Nesha, come on. What’s wrong with you?

She looks over. 

NESHA
Nothing. I thought I knew someone. 

Tanya grabs Benham. 

TANYA
Benham please don’t get mixed up with him, promise me. 

Promise me. 

BENHAM
Yes, okay. Now we should go. 

INT. PRISON CELL - SAME NIGHT

Ayaz, broken, is on the floor in a fetal position. Zubar is 
in a chair leaning back, reading a confession. The interior 
phone rings. Zubar picks it up.  

ZUBAR
What? That meddlesome putan! Tell her to wait.

Zubar hangs up the phone. He pulls Ayaz up, puts his  face in 
one hand and wipes it gently with a towel. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
There, there. Remember, if you say anything, I will kill you 

and your family. 

He folds up the “confession,” puts it in his pocket.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
You did a nice job. 

INT. MASHHAD PRISON - (CONT’D)

Mrs. Marhouni is brought into the room. She has food. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
Oh thank Allah, my boy, my boy.
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ZUBAR
What is it we have here? 

Zubar goes after the food. She pulls away.  

MRS. MARHOUNI 
(contemptuous)

It’s for my son, since you don’t feed him.  

ZUBAR
You know the law, the family feeds the criminal.  

He puts his hand toward the food, and she blocks him. His 
hand touches her arm and she looks down in indignation.   

MRS. MARHOUNI
Get your filthy hand off of me, you pig!   

ZUBAR
Watch your tongue, woman, or I’ll take you out back and give 

you fifty lashes.

Mrs. Marhouni turns to Zubar and gets in his face. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
You don’t scare me, Zubar. I know who you are and what you 

are.  Your turn will come one day.

He grabs her by the wrist, but she is still defiant.

AYAZ
Mother, please don’t!  

MRS. MARHOUNI 
Let go of me.  

Zubar let’s go.  

ZUBAR
You forget, woman, you’re no longer a judge, or even a real 
lawyer. You’re nothing but a woman. Go and report me, your 

testimony is half of mine. You have fifteen minutes.

She glares at him. Zubar walks out.

MRS. MARHOUNI 
Oh Ayaz, that bastard hurt you.

She tries to feed Ayaz between the cell bars.
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AYAZ
No Maman, please don’t worry. I’m fine. Where’s papa?

(Silence)

AYAZ (CONT’D)
He is Shamed.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Scared. They’ve threatened him. If he comes, it will be worse 

for you.

She can see that he has been beaten. She touches his face 
through the bars. He turns but she sees.

MRS. MARHOUNI (CONT’D)
Oh, Allah. This is my fault.  It’s all my fault.  

AYAZ
Ma’am, please...  

MRS. MARHOUNI
I should be in there. It’s me who put ideas in your head. Me 

with my books. 

AYAZ
You’re a lawyer, you need books.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Lawyer? Those days are long gone, Ayaz, buried in the dust of 

Iran.  What if they?...Oh Allah!--

She goes down to her knees. 

AYAZ
If they what? What will they do?

MRS. MARHOUNI
Oh Ayaz! There is talk. They talk. 

AYAZ
They, who think they know God and know nothing, want to cut 

me down like a weed. Allah will save me.  

She turns away fighting tears.

MRS. MARHOUNI
You must tell them you’re innocent. 

He can’t make eye contact.
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AYAZ
Zubar had me sign something. 

Mrs. Marhouni grabs her collar and rends? or reads? it.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Oh Allah!

Ayaz looks down, and nods. Mrs. Marhouni, fully 
understanding, holds his hand. 

ZUBAR
Time’s up.  

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AGENCY- DAY

Nesha, at her desk is scanning through an illegal website 
‘Free Iran.’ She clicks on the link to an article about a 
recent execution, a woman stoned to death near Justice 
Square. As Nesha enlarges the image to reveal Ali next to the 
woman, camera in hand. She shuts the computer and puts her 
face in her hands. 

INT. MASHHAD COURT # 19 - DAY 

Ayaz is brought into the small court, handcuffed, beaten and 
disheveled. Mrs. Marhouni sits with RAZAZ ZADEH, the lawyer, 
60s. The MULLAH OF MASHHAD, 60s, enters and sits at the 
bench. Zubar is behind him, holding files. Mullah looks over 
at the crowd and for the first time sees Mrs. Marhouni. Their 
eyes meet. He leans into Zubar.

MULLAH
Bring her forward.  

Zubar gestures and Razaz Zadeh comes forward.   

RAZAZ ZADEH
Honorable Mullah of Mashhad--

MULLAH
I didn’t ask for you. Step back.  

Mullah gestures for Mrs. Marhouni to approach. She does. He 
leans forward out of earshot of Zubar and the others. 

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Shirin Marhouni. How are you?
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MRS. MARHOUNI
I’ve seen better days, Mullah.

He goes through the file, then closes it. 

MULLAH
This boy. He’s your son?

She nods. 

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Oh Shirin-jan. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
Hami, please, he’s innocent.

Mullah shakes his head in sadness. 

MULLAH
Shirin, I’m sorry. Truly...This is a sordid matter, not one 

for a woman.  Let Razaz Zadeh handle--  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Hami! Please, it’s my son. Shari'aa allows me to represent 

children.

MULLAH
Not in court. Not for these kind of matters. You know that.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Please, I can’t be anywhere else. 

MULLAH
(Quietly) Shirin, you may speak, but as a mother. It’s the 

best I can do. 

Mullah gestures to Mrs. Marhouni to step back. He takes on a 
more “judge” like role with people watching.  

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Defendant Ayaz Marhouni is charged with violation of Shari'aa 

law, Article 152. How does he plead?

RAZAZ ZADEH
Innocent, your honor.  

Zubar hands the confession from the file to Mullah.  

ZUBAR
Mullah, this boy has confessed. 
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The courtroom buzzes. Mullah looks at Mrs. Marhouni and 
shakes his head. This is not good. 

MULLAH
(reading)

This boy confessed to touching him.

They all look at Ayaz.

ZUBAR
Mullah, we must follow the laws of Shari'aa. No exceptions 

are--

MULLAH
--I don’t need you to tell me what the law is, Zubar. Is this 

the boy’s signature? How do we know--

ZUBAR
--He signed in front of me. Plus, I have a photo, and the 
statement of my son, who saw this Ayaz on top of the other 

boy.

Mullah looks at the paper again. He shakes his head. 

MULLAH
Shirin jan? 

MRS. MARHOUNI
Mullah! Please listen to reason. Zubar, your jailer, beats 

confessions. He has beaten Ayaz. 

ZUBAR
This is an outrage. This woman is acting as a lawyer here--

Mrs. Marhouni whispers to Reza Zeda.

REZA ZEDA
You’re honor. Under Shari'aa, oral testimony outweighs 

written testimony. We must at least hear from the boy. See if 
he discounts this confession from Zubar. 

Mullah looks at the boy. 

ZUBAR
The boy has confessed! Under Article 152 you must sentence 

Ayaz-

MRS. MARHOUNI
Mullah, at least hear from him.

Mullah looks at Shirin Marhouni. He is conflicted.
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MULLAH
I will wait to hear from the boy.

Mullah gets off the bench and exits. Zubar, pissed, signals 
the female guards, who grab Mrs. Marhouni and push her out. 
Zubar follows Mullah to his chambers. 

ZUBAR
Mullah we cannot be delayed.

MULLAH
Why are you in such a hurry?

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - DUSK

The square is exploding with political protestors. Basij are 
watching the crowds. Mrs. Marhouni stops in front of a 
pawnshop, looks at her wedding ring and enters.  

INT. PAWSHOP - DUSK

The man behind the counter looks at Mrs. Marhouni. She pulls 
off her wedding ring. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
How much?

PAWNBROKER
6,000 rial.

MRS. MARHOUNI
No. 14,000.

PAWNBROKER
Can’t do it. 9,000

MRS. MARHOUNI
Make it ten.

They exchange the money and ring. She leaves. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - DUSK

Shirin Marhouni exits back onto the street, onto the growing 
crowd of protesters waving green flags. She walks by the 
travel agency. Nesha is seen at her desk.  
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INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL TANYA’S ROOM - DUSK

Tanya, more frail and pasty, lies in bed. Benham comes in and 
sits next to her on the bed. Benham’s phone rings. 

BENHAM
What?!? But you promised. I don’t understand. Damn it.   

Benham closes his phone, upset. Tanya reaches out and takes 
Benham’s hand. Slightly surprised, Benham turns to her but 
does not pull away. Tanya looks into his eyes. 

TANYA
Benham?

BENHAM
We still don’t have one.  The last match was no good. I’m 

sorry. 

TANYA
You have nothing to be sorry for. Have faith.

Benham looks at the English Qur'an on Tanya’s bedside. 

BENHAM
Faith? You have “faith?”

TANYA
Maybe I’m starting to. What you’re doing... with the clinic. 
I’m so glad the money will go there. No matter what happens. 

He gets up and walks up to the roof. Hot night. 

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP - NIGHT

Benham falls to his knees and SCREAMS.

BENHAM
ALLAH OH ALLAH WHERE ARE YOU?!

There is an echo.

SHOT: Ali is walking toward the travel agency and hears the 
echo, of “Allah” and looks around. 

EXT. BACK TO ROOFTOP (CONTINUOUS)

Benham picks up his phone, trembling. 
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BENHAM
Zubar. Yes. Yes okay. It is our way, yes. 

He hangs up, and goes back inside.

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL TANYAS ROOM - NIGHT

Tanya is lying on the bed asleep. He comes behind her and 
lies next to her, and holds her. 

BENHAM
Everything will be okay--

Benham begins to weep quietly behind her.

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL AGENCY - NIGHT

There is a single light on, and Nesha is at her desk. Ali 
enters. 

ALI
Nesha? I’ve been calling. 

NESHA
Why didn’t you tell me you work for them? 

ALI
What? No, you don’t understand. 

NESHA
I think I do. 

ALI
I was recruited by the state. I was told I had to take 

pictures. 

She walks to the door and opens it. Tanya walks down. 

NESHA
Ali. I am divorced and you work for the state. Let’s face it, 

it’s not going to work.

ALI
I don’t care about your divorce. Nesha, you don’t understand. 

I--

NESHA
--Good night, Ali.
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ALI
Nesha, please. 

She shuts the door, closes her eyes, hurt. 

INT. CHAMBERS OF THE MULLAH OF MASHHAD - NEXT DAY

The Mullah sits at his desk signing paperwork. Zubar is 
standing next to him handing him files as he goes through the 
cases. 

ZUBAR
Faroush Danahkar, 17, public kissing. We have a confession.  

Mullah notices the red mark across the girl’s face. Benham 
and Tanya enter in the back. 

MULLAH
You have a lot of confessions these days Zubar-- 15 lashes. 

Mrs. Marhouni enters. Mullah turns to Zubar.  

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Leave.  

Zubar leaves glaring at Mrs. Marhouni.

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Shirin, I don’t know why you’re here. I’m sorry for your  

circumstances--  

MRS. MARHOUNI
--Circumstances that you can undo. 

MULLAH
This is Shari'aa Law--

MRS. MARHOUNI
This is no law I remember or agree with. 

MULLAH
Agree with? Who are we to agree? You would rather work under 

the corruption of the Shah?

MRS. MARHOUNI
Which is worse? I’m not sure. 

Hami, looks down wringing his hands.
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MULLAH
You go too far, Shirin-jan, you always have. 

MRS. MARHOUNI
I only wish to save my son.

She puts down an envelope and slides it across. 

MULLAH
What is this?

MRS. MARHOUNI
A gift.

MULLAH
A bribe. Who do you think I am? 

MRS. MARHOUNI
I’m not sure anymore. 

MULLAH
You come here and preach to me about barbaric laws and 

corruption and you bring me this? I don’t take my position 
lightly. I have a duty to Iran...to Islam.  

Mullah folds the envelope and pushes it across his desk. 
Benham and Tanya enter. Zubar walks to the back and has an 
animated conversation with Benham, as Tanya looks over 
suspiciously. 

MULLAH (CONT’D)
I don’t want your money, Shirin jan. I’ve offered to hear the 

boy’s testimony. This is the most I can do. Now you must 
leave.

Mrs. Marhouni takes her envelope, and exits. 

ZUBAR
Mullah, I hope you’re not considering letting Ayaz Marhouni 

go free. It is against the law of Shari'aa!

MULLAH
Are you the judge here, Zubar? I don’t need you to tell me-- 

call the next case. 

Zubar indicates to Benham and Tanya to come forward. 

ZUBAR
A young woman threw a pot at a basij, and ran out into the 

streets without hijab. 
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MULLAH
Ten lashes. 

ZUBAR
She is American and didn’t know better. She apologized. I 

recommend a fine. 

MULLAH
A fine? 

(Pause) 
Suddenly you have mercy? Ten Rial. 

TANYA
Judge. Those boys Ayaz and Mahmoud

Zubar and Benham stop shocked. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
The boys that your guard is arresting, I know them. They’ve 

done nothing wrong. 

MULLAH
What? 

BENHAM
Tanya no! Mullah I’m sorry. 

He tries to escort her out, but she resists. 

TANYA
I want to testify on behalf of those boys. I was there, they 

did nothing. 

Zubar controls his temper, turns toward the Mullah and 
whispers in his ear. Tanya eyes Zubar suspiciously.

MULLAH
Fine. 

(To Tanya) 
You will not testify in any court. 

Zubar signals to Benham to take Tanya out. The PRAYER CALL 
sounds, and Mullah goes to the East to pray. 

EXT. MASHHAD COURT (CONT’D)

BENHAM
Are you out of your mind?! 
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TANYA
They are going to--

BENHAM
Tanya I’m trying to help you, but I can’t help the boys too. 

I CAN NOT DO EVERYTHING FOR EVERYBODY!

She sees Benham is very upset. She grabs his hand and pulls 
him off the side. They sit on a bench, holding hands. 

TANYA
Benham please, they’re my friends! Your culture always talks 

about doing anything for a friend...

BENHAM
That’s what I’m doing. I’m saving you. That’s all I can do. 
Please. The boys will be whipped, maybe a month in jail.

TANYA
For accidentally kicking a ball?!

BENHAM
Please just let it go. Please. 

INT. JAIL CELL - DAY

Ayaz sits in his cell. He is filthy. Dried blood is crusted 
on his mouth and chin. The guard enters, dragging Mahmoud and 
pushes him in the cell.  

MAHMOUD
Ayaz?

AYAZ
Mahmoud? Oh Mahmoud. I’m so sorry.

MAHMOUD
Look what I have.  

Mahmoud pulls the marble bag out of his pocket.  

AYAZ
My marbles? Marbles are for children. 

Mahmoud places the bag in Ayaz’s hand.  

AYAZ (CONT’D)
Oh, Mahmoud, I wish you had run away.  
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MAHMOUD
Ayaz... I’m scared.

Mahmoud is shaking. Ayaz comforts him.

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
What if--

AYAZ
Shhh... They’ll whip us and let us go. We’ve done nothing. We 

will be fine. Let’s talk of something else. 
(Pause) 

You have not even met your betrothed?

MAHMOUD
So?

AYAZ
Why is that? Aren’t you curious?

MAHMOUD
No.

AYAZ
But don’t you want to know what she is like?

Mahmoud is getting progressively annoyed. 

MAHMOUD
Why should I care? I’ll have fifty years to get to know her.  

AYAZ
But what if you don’t like her?

MAHMOUD
“What if I don’t like her?”  She’ll be my wife. My father 
picked her and she comes from a good family. She will cook 
and clean for me...this is my destiny.  This is her destiny. 
There are no questions of like and dislike...  Besides, if we 

ever get out of here, I--

AYAZ
Not “if” Mahmoud. “When” they will let us out.  

MAHMOUD
Okay, when they let us out of here-

AYAZ
You will marry her? 
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MAHMOUD
Of course. 

AYAZ
(softly)

You will be married.  

MAHMOUD
Why do you ask this? It is not like your books? or book? We 
can’t all be like the boy in your book, who does what he 

wants and has too many choices.  

AYAZ
What is wrong with choices? 

Mahmoud is pacing the cell, getting angry, feeling trapped. 

MAHMOUD
If you have too many choices then you start thinking about 

what you like or don’t like. Don’t you see it doesn’t matter!

AYAZ
Yes, it does matter. You said so yourself!

Mahmoud angrily bangs and shakes at the bars.

MAHMOUD
NO NO! I WAS WRONG!! LOOK WHERE WE ARE. LOOK WHERE IT HAS 

GOTTEN US!!

He exhausts himself and falls to the floor.  

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Like and dislikes? They have no place in this life. Maybe in 

the next life, in heaven...maybe then Allah will ask, 
“Mahmoud, what is it you want?”

AYAZ
And how would you answer?

Mahmoud stares out of the cell, for a long time.  

MAHMOUD
(quietly)
I don’t know. I’m not Holden from New York, I’m Mahmoud from 

Mashhad.

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL ROOFTOP - SUNSET

Benham smokes on the rooftop. 
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TANYA
You’re smoking? That’s a shocker.

BENHAM
They’re ready for you. Tomorrow. 

TANYA
Your uncle found a donor? 

The doctor is silent. He stares out over the roof below. 

BENHAM
The odds are better here.

TANYA
The odds? 

BENHAM
Someone’s bad luck becomes your good luck. This is how the 

world works here. 

TANYA
Benham what are you talking about? 

BENHAM
Nothing. 

TANYA
This is about Zubar isn’t it? 

(Benham turns away.)
You have to tell him no? 

BENHAM
How do you--

She puts her finger on his lips to silence him. 

TANYA
I’m not naive. Either it comes legitimately or I die. I can 
accept that. I can’t accept anything else. God forbid, if 

anything happens to those boys--

BENHAM
--You must not talk of these things. 

TANYA
I am talking of these things. And I’m telling you Benham 

please, I am ready for whatever happens. I’m ready to leave 
it in God’s hands-- In Allah’s hands. Have faith. Please.
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Benham looks down at Tanya, he is distraught but nods. She 
pulls him toward her, and they kiss passionately.  

EXT. MASHHAD CITY CENTER - EARLY EVENING

Nesha and Nasser walk down the street. Ali is behind 
following them. A young boy is being hit by Basij.

NASSER
Leave him alone. That’s enough!

The Basij grab Nasser. On the ground he is being hit by a 
Basij guard. Nesha pushes the Basij off him. 

NESHA
Stop!  What are you doing?! 

BASIJ GUARD
Stay out of this, woman.

A guard resumes kicking Nasser.

NESHA
Please! Leave him!

Ali rushes up and pulls out his government card.  

ALI
I’m with the press. Please, there are people with phones 

everywhere. This’ll not go well.

The Basij signal each other to let Nasser up.

ALI (CONT’D)
Run, Nasser. Get out of here before they change their minds. 

Nasser jumps up and runs off.  

BASIJ GUARD
You, woman, how dare you interfere!

ALI
Okay, we’re leaving. No problems. I’m her escort. No 

problems.
(To Nesha)

Let’s go.  

Ali backs up with Nesha. At first she pulls away, but he 
pulls harder. She turns to the Basij guard. 
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ALI (CONT’D)
Let’s go.  

The two hurry to a quiet side street. 

NESHA
What are you doing? 

ALI
Nesha, please, you have to believe me. I’m not with them. 

Don’t ever think that. Look, sometimes you have to work from 
the inside to make change. I get pictures out, to the 

outside. 

NESHA
You do? 

ALI
Yes. But now only you know this. 

NESHA
I--I I didn’t know.

He touches her face and the scar. 

ALI
I know.

They kiss. 

INT. JAIL CELL - DAY

The boys are asleep on the ground. Zubar enters and CLANGS 
the door shut.

ZUBAR
So, it is time for the truth. Once and for all. You will both 

tell me what happened.

Zubar goes toward Mahmoud, who cowers in a corner. 

AYAZ
Go to hell, Zubar. 

Zubar, distracted, pulls Ayaz out of the cell and slams the 
door. He takes his baton out and beats Ayaz over the face and 
head. Mahmoud is crying out for Zubar to stop. He finishes 
and throws Ayaz back in the cell and leaves. Mahmoud cradles 
him. 
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MAHMOUD
Ayaz, Ayaz! Can you hear me? Oh, dear Allah! Ayaz, please 

talk to me.  

AYAZ 
Zubar isn’t happy with me.

MAHMOUD
Nobody has ever done anything like this for me, Ayaz.

AYAZ is not responsive.  

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Ayaz?  

Mahmoud shakes Ayaz. 

MAHMOUD (CONT’D)
Ayaz?

AYAZ
I’m going to sleep. 

MAHMOUD
No! No, Ayaz, you can’t sleep.   You can’t sleep...tell 

me...tell me what happens next?  

AYAZ
What?

MAHMOUD
Ayaz, please...talk to me.  Tell me more about the book.

AYAZ
(mumbling)

Forget it.

MAHMOUD
I don’t want to forget it. Tell me about the teacher. His 

name...   

AYAZ
Forget it. 

Ayaz is nodding off, leaning against the bars. Mahmoud is 
holding Ayaz’s head in his lap. 

MAHMOUD
Ayaz? Tell me what happens with this teacher...
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AYAZ
His name...is Mr. Antolini.  

MAHMOUD
Mr. Anto-li-ni?

AYAZ
Yes. They talk about school. He stays the night....

Ayaz nods off a bit. Mahmoud shakes him to wake him.  

MAHMOUD
Ayaz...then what?  

AYAZ
He woke up and he felt something on his head.  

MAHMOUD
What was it? 

AYAZ
It was the teacher’s hand. Oh, Mahmoud, why are you in here 

with me?   

MAHMOUD
How can I be out there when I know you are in here. Go on... 

AYAZ
He put his hand on his forehead and that upset Holden.

MAHMOUD
That’s it? 

AYAZ
I guess.

MAHMOUD
Why would he get so upset about that?

AYAZ
I don’t know.  

MAHMOUD
Does he hurt the teacher?

AYAZ
No, he just leaves.

MAHMOUD
That’s it? He just leaves?  
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AYAZ
He just leaves.  

MAHMOUD
Sometimes you have to stay. 

Mahmoud touches Ayaz’s head. 

INT. JAIL, ZUBAR’S OFFICE - DAY

There is a knock on the door. Zubar opens it. Benham is 
there, scared but determined.  

BENHAM
I can’t do this.

ZUBAR
Really doc--tor? I go through this trouble and you insult me? 

For what? I said for what? You have morals? You feel for 
these boys? These degenerates? We made a deal!  

BENHAM
I’m sorry. I can’t.

Zubar goes up to his face.

ZUBAR
You think you will kill these boys doctor? How arrogant of 
you? No, they did what they did and they will face justice. 
You didn’t kill them doctor. You just adjusted the noose. 

BENHAM
It’s not our way. Not at all. I want nothing to do with it. 
Let justice grant these boys mercy. But I want no part of 

your games Zubar. 

Zubar grabs Benham, but Benham extracts himself and exits. 
Zubar grabs the table and flips it over angrily and then 
throws the chair across the room violently. 

ZUBAR
That fucking bitch! 

Guard nods. Zubar leaves, kicking a chair out of his way.

INT. ZUBAR RESIDENCE, FAREED’S BEDROOM - DAY

Fareed is at his small desk doing homework. Zubar comes in 
and grabs the boy and throws him on his bed. 
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ZUBAR
You will obey me and do as I tell you, or else I’ll throw you 
into jail with your little kuni friends. Do you understand 

me?

Zubar raises his hand to Fareed. Fareed flinches.

FAREED
Yes, papa. Whatever you want.

ZUBAR
Good. Good boy. 

Zubar bends over and pets Fareed on the face, as tears run 
down his face. He pulls open his belt to fade out.  

INT. PAWNSHOP - DAY

Ali stands at the counter eyeing Mrs. Marhouni’s ring. The 
pawnbroker brings it out.  

ALI
It’s beautiful... How much?

PAWNBROKER
17,000 rial.

ALI
13,000.  

PAWNBROKER
16,000 is the best I can do. 

ALI
I’ll take it.

They exchange the money and receipt. Ali snaps a picture of 
it. He puts the ring in his pocket and exits. 

EXT. PAWNSHOP - DAY

The Basij are out patrolling. The city is quiet. Ali walks a 
few stores down to the Photo Lab. Outside is a drop box where 
film can be deposited for developing. Ali puts his roll of 
film in an envelope, licks it closed, and drops it in the 
box. As he turns to leave, his phone vibrates. Ali registers 
frustration.  
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ALI
Yes. I’ll be right there.  

Ali hangs up and walks toward Justice Square.  

INT. VISITING ROOM, HALLWAY - DAY

Basij escorts Ali down a plain hallway. They come to a door 
and a Basij knocks on it. Zubar opens the door. 

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Fareed, bruised is crying in a corner.  

ZUBAR
I need detailed photos. 

Ali stares at Fareed in shock.

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Well? What are you waiting for?   

Ali starts snapping photos. Ali lifts Fareed’s shirt, roughly 
showing him his back. Then he roughly pulls his pants down, 
showing his bruising. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
Show him! This is what those boys did to him. 

Zubar exits. Fareed curls up on the ground crying quietly. 
Ali continues snapping photographs.  

CLOSE ON FAREED. 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. MASHHAD PRISON - DAY

Zubar enters the jail and unlocks their cell. Guards follow, 
pick the boys up and push them out.

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL - DAY / INT. COURTHOUSE - DAY

Nesha is at her desk.  Her phone RINGS and she answers.   

ALI
How is my Nesha? 
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At the courthouse, Ali huddles outside on his cell phone. 

NESHA
Wonderful. Hey, I was thinking. I wanted you to meet my 

brother. If you want to. 

ALI
Of course I do! But later, I have to be here to cover the 

trial. 

NESHA 
Okay. 

ALI
I have a gift I really want to give it to you tonight. 

NESHA
Okay. I’ll be here when you’re done. 

ALI
There is a roll of film at Mashhad photo. There are some 

pictures in there. I need you to pick them up. I can’t trust 
anyone.

NESHA
I can handle it.

ALI
Nesha, the last picture is for you. 

GUARD
Ali, you’re needed in court.   

ALI
I have to go. 

Ali closes his phone.  

INT. MASHHAD COURT, #19 - DAY

The court is packed. Ayaz and Mahmoud sit in a holding space, 
handcuffed. Mullah enters.

MULLAH
I have reconvened this court to hear the defendant’s further 

petition.  

In the court, Ali’s phone vibrates. A text from Nesha:  “What 
happened? I lost you.”
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RAZAZ ZADEH
Your honorable Mullah. We would like to call Mahmoud Asgari 
to testify. We believe that his testimony will show that Ayaz 

was assisting Mahmoud, tending to his wounds and that no 
wrongdoing occurred. We also believe that your jailer, Zubar, 

has beaten and coerced a confession from Ayaz.  

CU Ali texts back: “Tell you later. I love you.”

Mahmoud is brought to the witness stand.

MULLAH
Sit down. Mahmoud Asgari, tell us about your relationship 

with Ayaz.  

Mahmoud is silent, scared. 

MULLAH (CONT’D)
Speak up!  

MAHMOUD
Ayaz was helping me. We did nothing wrong.  

Zubar signals to Ali to hand him the envelope. 

ZUBAR
Mullah. 

Zubar pulls out the 8x10 photographs of Fareed with bruises. 
He hands them to the Mullah. 

ZUBAR (CONT’D)
These were taken after my son was raped and beaten by these 

two criminals.     

The court erupts into commotion.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
Rape! This is an outrage. I beg you, Mullah! Please! 

ZUBAR
(quietly, to Mullah)
Mullah, it is clear that Mrs. Marhouni is covering for her 

son.  

Mullah is conflicted, chooses sides and nods to Zubar to 
proceed. He then gestures to remove Mahmoud from the witness 
stand. He turns away from Mahmoud. Zubar gestures to the back 
of the room where a guard exits and re-enters, escorting 
Fareed to the witness stand. He is very frightened. 
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Fareed looks sadly at Ayaz and Mahmoud as he walks by. Zubar 
hands the Mullah a document. 

MULLAH
How old are you, boy?

FAREED
I am 14, your honor, soon to be--

ZUBAR
Only a child, Mullah.

MULLAH
It says these boys had their way with you?   

Fareed looks at his father, resigned. Zubar gives a menacing 
look. Shirin sees this, as does Razaz Zadeh. Fareed puts his 
hands to his forehead and whispers.

FAREED
Yes. 

MULLAH
I’ve heard enough. 

He closes the folder.

MRS. MARHOUNI
Please Mullah!! This boy is scared. These are just boys, 

clearly you can see the--

MULLAH
Silence!   

MRS. MARHOUNI
NO!

MULLAH
I am done with this case. Under the laws of Shari'aa there 
will be new charges added, rape of this boy Fareed Zarhia.  

MRS. MARHOUNI
I beg you, Mullah! Please! Listen to reason! These are 

lies!!!

MULLAH
Mahmoud Asgari and Ayaz Marhouni will receive 228 lashes in 
the Justice Square, followed by public execution by hanging.  
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MRS. MARHOUNI
NO!!! My boy! NO!  

(To Zubar)
You bastard! You lying bastard!

Mrs. Marhouni lunges at Zubar, but the guards grab her. She 
is dragged from court crying and screaming.  

EXT. MASHHAD TRAVEL - DAY

There are more people in the street wearing green, walking 
peacefully with protest signs. Nesha is walking through the 
street holding a photo envelope. She gets to the travel 
agency, unlocks the door, and enters. 

INT. MASHHAD TRAVEL - DAY

Tanya is sitting on the chair. Nesha walks in with the photo 
envelope, sees Tanya and jumps, startled. Tanya looks like 
death. 

TANYA
I guess my appearance would scare anyone. 

NESHA
I just didn’t see you there. What are you doing?

TANYA
Benham is on his way. To take me to the hospital.

NESHA
Oh Tanya, They found a match? That’s great news.

She hugs her but Tanya smiles wryly. 

TANYA
Not exactly.   

Nesha takes her hand. 

NESHA
But--

TANYA
Tachycardia. My heart is failing. 

NESHA
Oh Tanya. I I don’t know what to--
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Tanya Shrugs. 

TANYA
Family photos.

NESHA
Oh these. Ali wanted me to pick them up. 

TANYA
Let’s see. 

Nesha shares the photos with Tanya. There is a photo of her 
playing the violin through the window, a photo of Nesha as 
they flirt in the classroom. Photo of the part,?? She smiles. 

The next pictures are photos of the boys. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
What happened to them?

NESHA
I don’t know. I was just told to keep the photos safe. 

She sees that Tanya is distraught looking at the boys.

NESHA (CONT’D)
I’ll find them. I’ll bring them to you. 

Nesha flips and gets to the last one, a photo of a wedding 
ring sitting on a note that reads “Will you Marry Me?” Nesha 
sees this and is excited, but just then Benham enters and 
Tanya looks up. 

BENHAM
The streets are filled. We may have to walk for a bit.

TANYA
I have to find out about the boys.

NESHA
Tanya I promise you. I’ll find them. Now put your arm around 

me. 

EXT. MASHHAD STREET - (CONT’D)

The three exit onto the street to the chanting crowd.  Nasser 
and Jabari pass by holding signs, oblivious to Tanya’s 
condition.  
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BENHAM
(Sees a taxi)

Taxi! Taxi!
(No response)

Damn this place! 

Nesha, with her ring photo in her hand texts Ali: CU: Phone 
screen “YES!”. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - DAY 

A truck drives by with Ayaz and Mahmoud in the back. 

INT. BACK OF THE TRUCK (CONT’D)

Ali is filming the boys with his cell phone.

INTERCUT WITH REAL VIDEO OF AYAZ AND MAHMOUD IN TRUCK.

AYAZ POV: TANYA ON THE STREET

AYAZ
Tanya

EXT. MASHHAD STREET (CONT’D) 

Tanya sees the boys, just as it is stopping in front of the 
gallows that were just built in Justice square. 

TANYA
Oh God no! 

She runs after them. Benham tries to stop Tanya, turns on 
Benham hysterical, pounding on his chest. 

TANYA (CONT’D)
What did you do?! God no! Benham what did you do?

BENHAM
I did nothing! Please believe me. 

Tany pulls away and runs after the truck with the boys. 
Benham and Nesha run after Tanya.
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EXT. MASHHAD CITY ROOFTOP NEAR GALLOWS - DAY

CU rooftop, Basij guard is zeroing the crosshairs of his 
rifle toward Tanya, as she is working her way through the 
crowd. He looks down at Zubar who nods. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE - DAY

Ayaz and Mahmoud, are pulled out of the truck, blindfolded 
and forced to walk to the gallows. Jostling protesters cry 
out as Ali shoots photos.  

Mahmoud and Ayaz arrive at the gallows.

MAHMOUD
Ayaz? Are you there?  

AYAZ
I’m here, Mahmoud.

MAHMOUD
How does it end, Ayaz? Does he die?

The boys struggle to maintain the conversation. 

AYAZ
No. He decides that he might go back to school. He stays, 

Mahmoud. He stays.

MAHMOUD
He stays? I knew it! I hope he goes back to school. We will 

join him Ayaz. We can live there and study.

Executioners drop nooses around the boys' necks.

EXT: IN THE SQUARE (CONT’D)   

Tanya struggles against the crowd to get to the gallows.  Out 
of breath, barely standing on her own.

AYAZ (O.C.)
Yes, yes we will go, Mahmoud. We will go to school and live 

together.  

EXT: ON THE ROOFTOP:

The Guard aims, waits...

POV: THROUGH THE GUN CROSSHAIR: 
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Tanya is in and out of the crosshairs.

MAHMOUD (O.C.)
Or maybe to Crusoe's island.

EXT: IN THE SQUARE:

Benham works his way forward. Nesha falls behind.

Mrs. Marhouni collapses to the ground, rips at her collar. 

EXT: ON THE GALLOWS: 

AYAZ 
Yes, Mahmoud we will go there too. We will go wherever we 

want...habebe.  

C.U. HANGMAN'S ROPES TIED TO THE BACK OF THE TRUCK.

MAHMOUD (O.C.)
Habebe...

Mr. Asgari sits on the ground, crying.

C.U. ON THE WHEELS OF THE TRUCK AS IT PULLS AWAY. LOUD BANG 
FROM BACKFIRE

C.U. Green marbles spill to the pavement.

TANYA: She sways just as Benham reaches her.

EXT. ROOFTOP (CONTINUOUS)

C.U. Basij guard squeezes the trigger shoots, LOUD BANG. 

TRAVELING WITH THE BULLET: 

It whizzes past Tanya as she collapses.

C.U. NESHA'S FACE turns to confusion. A trickle of blood runs 
down.

Nesha falls to the ground. 

INTERCUT: Grainy footage of the REAL FOOTAGE OF NEDA on the 
ground, bleeding. 

Jabari and Nassir yell out (but there is silence).

Benham looks over from Tanya to his sister, and freezes. 
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POV: THROUGH A VIEWFINDER: THE BOYS HANGING FROM THE 
SCAFFOLD. 

A photo is snapped. 

CU THE REAL PHOTO: THE EXECUTION OF MAHMOUD ASGARI AND AYAZ 
MARHONI.

EXT. MASHHAD STREET - DAY

NESHA'S FACE FALLS OUT OF FRAME.

SERIES OF SHOTS -

REAL FOOTAGE OF NEDA's BODY IN THE STREET. 

THE BODIES OF THE BOYS HANG.

PROTESTORS SCREAM AND YELL.  

THE BASIJ BEGIN TO CONTROL THEM WITH FORCE.

EXT. MASHHAD CITY CENTER - DAY

Benham helps Tanya up. They make their way toward Nesha.  

A car pulls up. SOMEONE helps the dazed Tanya to the front. 
Benham lifts his sister, carries her to the back of the 
wagon, crying.

C.U. Ali's photo of the ring and note on the ground. 
Spattered with blood. 

EXT. JUSTICE SQUARE-WITH ALI: He walks away from the gallows. 
He pulls his phone out and re-reads the text.  “YES!” 

Chaos, confusion reigns as the car pulls away.

FADE TO BLACK 

INT. MASHHAD HOSPITAL ROOM - NEXT DAY

Tanya is waking up disoriented. Benham is above her shining a 
light in her eyes.  

BENHAM
You’re going to be okay. 

Tanya opens her closed fist to reveal a green marble. She 
turns away and looks out the window. 
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TANYA
I just want to go home. 

FADE TO BLACK.

ONE YEAR LATER:

EXT. JFK AIRPORT - DAY

A Qatar plane lands and pulls into the terminal. 

INT. JFK AIRPORT TERMINAL - DAY

Benham exits customs. 

EXT. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS - DAY

A TOWN CAR pulls up in front of The Court of International 
Human Rights. Benham exits and walks to the doors. 

INT. COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS (CONT’D) 

Ali and Tanya are standing together looking at the photos of 
Zubar, and the boys, on the walls of the courtroom as 
exhibits. Benham, enters, and Ali greets him affectionately.  

ALI
I’m glad you’re here. 

Benham looks over at the photos of Nesha smiling.

BENHAM
She would be proud of you. I wish she were here to see this.  

Tanya takes Benham’s hand and puts it on her heart.

TANYA
She’s here. Right here. 

Ali walks off. It is just Benham and Tanya.

TANYA (CONT’D)
Will you ever forgive me?

BENHAM
For what?
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TANYA
For doubting you. 

Three Justices enter the courtroom, and silence ensues. 
Benham and Tanya sit in the first row. Guards bring in Zubar 
who is looking worse for the wear, in handcuffs. He glares 
over at Tanya and Benham. Tanya has her hand on the viewing 
bench, Benham puts his hand over Tanya’s, she squeezes his 
back.  

THE END
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